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International collaboration in education is not of re-
cent origin. As early as 1545 the Council of Trent issued
decrees on the founding of parish schools for the general in-
struction of the people as well as the establishment of epis-
copal colleges and seminaries for the whole of Christendom.
The earliest universities, including those founded outside the
church, were not only international as far as the faculty and
student body v;ere concerned, but also the language used as
the medium of instruction and the universal value of their
degrees
.
The Reformation, which broke up the religious unity of
the West, and the development of nationalities, which gradually
changed the medium of instruction, caused education to lose its
v;orld wide implication. Likev/ise, the formation of modern
states and the development of nationalism resulted in the
change of the character of education in that it gradually left
the service of the church to become of service to the state.
In time, ministries of education were created, the first of
these being in Poland in 1775.
The years passed, and the world reached that stage of
technological development where complete isolation is unthink-
able, even to the mind of the untutored. The greater the
technological development - the greater, in proportion, the
interdependence. This being true, the amount of trade involv-
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2Ing a greater amount of conanunlcation and transportation
across international boundaries, will be greater in the fu-
ture than it has been in the past*
The foundations of peace, then, must be both positive
and constructive. This means that international co-operation
in the common growth of culture through education and the
several voluntary International associations will go a long
way in laying the foundation by bringing about an increase in
political unity in the United Nations • This has led the
ministers of education in the various countries to raise the
problem of international collaboration to foster understanding
and goodv/ill and to bring about a desire for an international
center for education, with a certain amount of freedom and
action, to the overall international world organization to keep
peace of the world*
The purpose of this thesis is to trace the attempts -^to
educate for peace before V/orld V/ar I, and, especially, during
the period between World War I and World War II v/hen we were
dedicated to the task of promoting peace by pointing out the
horrors and moral degradation of war, when v/e "disarmed our minds
while we scuttled our naval vessels",^ and, at the same time, how
the Weimar Republic made a brief and unsuccessful attempt at
real education, and how the Nazis educated German youth for
fanatic agression and death. It also proposes to trace briefly
^William G. Carr, Only by Understanding, (Nev/ York:
Foreign Policy Association, 1945), p. 14.
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3the histoi*y of attempts at international education, and why
they failed, while the final section is devoted to UNESCO,
its aims and purposes, and how it hopes to overcome the mis-
takes of previous international associations in "building the
defenses of international peace in the minds of men.
&rcfl ,ciox^bo.c£)o IcctoId’Xici'iQctfsl is siqnsiia *io "^oiairi- oxii
i»>
^0033?f(T oi bduoveb ai fioJiioea iBfUl eiii oliriw -^erii
~aii!i erfi ojkootcovo oi aeqod il v;ori £>ae ^BeaoqTijq 6ns amlB ail
orii Salbl±jjcf ni artoliBlooaee IsnoIiso'ieia.E ejjoJ!ve*-ig lo aejisi
.nem 'io abfiifc erii al eoBeq ' JCsaoiisfi'ieinl lo aocnalQb
CHAPTER I
EDUCATION BETViTEEN THE WARS
Ever since the beginning of the nineteenth century,
education has been considered the main road to social equality
and freedom. The educated man became the dream of the masses,
and the educational reforms that followed in the wake of
modern wars helped to make this dream a reality. After the
Civil V7ar in the United States, there followed a rapid growth
of high schools throughout the country. In England, following
the Boer War, the Education Act of 1902 was passed which
brought secondary education, on a limited scale, to the masses.
The rapid development of the elementary school system of France
began in 1871 after the defeat of the French in the Franco-
Prussian War.
The sacrifices which the masses were called upon to make
for their country in time of war helped to raise the curtain
on those forces which remained dormant for so long and which
played so active a part in the popular demand for educational
reform.
The years between World War I and Y/orld War II proved
to be no exception to the rule. Everyone is familar with the
fact that higher education expanded not only in the United
States and western Europe but all over the globe as well. In
some countries, such as China and India, there was a great
8HAW aL-iT klamTaa HOTTAO'JOa
t'^'iud'Keo ii;Jfi96 cJon:£n erld- sainnir’^ocf arid- sonie ^ev3 .
IsiooE od bB. 0‘1 nlijn ©rid £}S‘‘i©oienoo neocj 3Bri fioldsoxrb©
tEoeeflm erjd lo tsiB&'ib ©rid ©mBoecf am bQdrjOi/be ©xiT .ko£>9 3‘Ix baa
'10 ©2lnv/ arid "at baWoXXol; dadd am'io'iei laaoliinosjbQ odd bna
odd T;6d'iA’ .’^^dilao*! a naoab aXdd oj{m od boqlod 8o:jbw aaoJboni
ddT/oig bXqai a bov/oXIol ©aorid ^sedadS bodXnU odd ni 'isW XivXO
Sniwollo'l tbaaXgna al .'^"idnuoo odd dr/odSJJC'idd aXoorlos dsXd 'io
doXdw bossaq saw S06X lo doA aoxdBorrba odd ‘rooQ odd
.aoeeam odd od ^olaoa bodXjiil a ao ^noldaoubo TTobaooes driacro'rd
oofia'i'a to MOda 1^3 Xoonoa Y^adnamole odd lo drrexnqoXevob biq3*i adT
-oona*!^ odd aX riorto'1 '’'i odd lo daolob odd rcedlE IV8I nJt nasacf
.‘isW naiecLn?
oilm od noqr/ beXXao ercow eoeaBm odd doldw aooili'ioas oriT
alad^ao odd oalsi od boqXod *iflw lo amid aX Tiidax/oo iXodd ‘lol
dvOXdw baa snol oc aol dnm*iob bortXmoT: doXrtv; coo^iol ©eodd ao




bovortq II aBa bliov.' baa I laW blao^ aeewdod aaBO*^ oriT
odd ddXw aalXmal aX ono'^‘iov<i •alua odd od noXdqooxo oa eci od
I
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a.: .XXoT7 as odclg odd novo-^XIa dnd aqonr/a naedae- bna aedadS
daons ^ 8^* onodd ^aXbnl bcc anXdO ca dorre ^eaXidnaco omoa
i I '’ •V-A d |T',
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5mass -education movement which was curtailed temporarily be-
cause of the great world conflict and of the political im-
rest in those countries, but the spirit still persists.
It must be borne in mind that the nations of the
world developed educational systems different from, and in
substantial isolation from, all others. In as far as these
educational systems contributed or exerted any influence on
international affairs, they may be roughlt divided into tv/o
contrasting groups, and the United States and Germany will
serve as good examples of each type. A short discussion of
them will not be out of place because it will help to give
body to some of the general propositions advanced in the last
section of this thesis.
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
The democratic upsurge in education following World
War I was essentially idealistic. It was the contention of
many American educators that greater equality of opportunity
in education be provided. The Maryland Study^ revealed that
of the small number of young people betv/een 16 and 24 who con-
sidered v/ar either ’justifiable* or a 'good thing’, the
majority came from distressed areas. These young people felt
that anything was better than the poverty and hopelessness of
t
2 Howard M. Bell, Youth Tell Their Story, (Washington,
D.C.: American Council on Education, 1938).
-eJ Tlirrnrfoqtffe;^' rioiffw irterevocn nold-^o^Jbe-ae Am
-nif lie'll i-i-CcGf ©il;t ~o bnc^. d-oll'inoo bXnofr ^£©'xa erfi 'io eax/ao
.ed’sfaieq Xlid-t cfl'iiqe eii'c^x/d » eel^ianiroo ©aorici nt
eri^ lo anoid-i-'fi ct-ed^ fcni;io fil ©niocf ecf ;tar/m d-I
ni ba^’ cfaoie'i'lxb amed-a’-e Ieryoi;taor/£>e dsqoleveb Mt-Ow
oaedj SB la'i ae nl -a'redio II.- ,inc'ii noli-Bloel lei^ns^sduc
no eonenllnl Tjn£ fc©d*iexe ‘lo I/©dndi‘icfnoo aa^ada'a iBnoIdij.oyJbe
ow^ octnl bebivib dlclTyUO*! ed .cila'i'iB lAnoidJoniednl
XIlw ^rrsmoO isriB aele.ta bedInU ed:J bna ,aqi/o*ig sn±d££'i:Jnco
to nolaejjoelb cfTode /. .eq^i riose to aelqarxe £003 rb ©viee
evl3 od qleri Iliw eair.Aoad coslq to iiro ed ton Xli’^ cieift
teBi ©dt nl bennBvbB AnottiEoqoiq lanenes ed.t to einoc od xb>o(S
.aieerit sJtrft to noltoea
aPT;sT3 a^'Tii^u anv wi hoit-'^oug?^
blnoV 3nXv/oIXot rroidaoube nX es'tnaqn oltA'ioomeb eriT
to no.t .tne tfloo edt eaw tl .oXtaXlBebi I
^tiftot*ioqqo to •^tiXanp© t.Ailt snodaonb© nBoJnenrA •^fiBfli
tBilt beXseveT ^Jbnto bnalicncM ©rfT .bebivonq ed froXt.conJb© nl
-noo cdw bna bl rieswted ©Iqoeq snnov: to ‘ledrann Xlania odd to
©fit ,»M.nXdt fcoo3 » . no > eldBltltRCft ’ lei^tXe 'iB\r 5e*i©feis
tint eXqoeq ^tusox osed^ .s.'p'tB beaeentElb tcont ©mflo ^tXnotBW
to saenceeXeqod bna -^tncvoq edt narft netted cbw gnirit^n^ tarit
t/tots^ldcBiO i^nota niedl’ XXeT dtfJoY tXIet .M bnawolfS
,(8691 tnoXtBonb? no IlosuroO aaoinemA :.0.Q
6their daily lives* The common man had long cherished the
belief that equality in educational matters was their one
hope for social and economic success* This is an undeniable
belief, and any democratic society depends largely upon that
type of eaucation which will allow men of all classes to ’rise
to the top’ * Thoughtful statesmen and educators alike saw
in such a system not only the tendency to break down class
distinction, but they also saw that it made for contentment
of the masses, and it diminished the causes of war* Further-
more, this philosophy was based on two assumptions:
*•• that peace was here to stay, and that our
practices in education for citizenship could be
determined without regard to the educational poli-
cies elsewhere in the world* In short, education
in this country reflected in most respects the
prevailing currents of popular opinion*^
American youth was taught to believe in peace as a
satisfactory way of life, and American schools set out on a
successful campaign of debunking war* They became imbued
with the idea that war is criminal; that it depletes the na-
tion’s resources; that it destroys life; that it creates
millionaires and paupers, and that it eliminates those Ideals
which are essential to the promotion of humanity, liberty, and
the Brotherhood of Man* They were taught, and not without
success, how the game of power politics worked, the danger of
foreign alliances - of the ’foolishness of it all’*
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7Much of what has been said is undoubtedly true, but
the fact still remains that a time may come when war is the
only solution of an international crisis* The Educational
Policies Commission^ emphasizes this and points out that the
policies and actions of nations, as well as their desires,
lead them into war or peace, and if these policies and actions
are unwise, war comes, no matter what the people want* Kotschri^'^
points out that the effort of the schools during the last
twenty years to debunk war failed to give youth any construc-
tive alternatives for war or to give them a true appreciation
of the international situation and America’s place in it*
This is not to say that the vast majority of American
schools neglected to see the need of giving international
understanding the proper emphasis* Education for peace and
international understanding was the theme of many a speaker at
the numerous conventions of the teaching profession* Curric-
ula and textbooks were revised in an effort to eliminate
material that might tend toward international misunderstand-
ing* A professional educational society^ issued an entire re-
^Educational Policies Commission, Education and the
People’s Peace
,
(Washington, D* C.; National Education
Association and the American Association of School Adminis-
trators, 1943), p.l5.
^Valter M. Kotschnig, Slaves Need No Leaders
.
(Nev/ York: Oxford University Press, 1943), p. 59.
^National Society for the Study of Education,
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook
.
Part II . International Understanding






Public School Publishing Company, 1937), pp. 406*
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8port on International understanding.
The teaching of international relations was criti-
cized on the grounds that it was not fully realistic. Educa-
tional emphasis v/as placed upon internationalism before any
attempt was made to eliminate the evils of the concepts of
nationalism that had been built up during the nineteenth cen-
tury. According to one critic:
Internationalism, international understanding,
international cooperation, and amicable internation-
al relations have been discussed as metaphysical
concepts, as it were, existing outside of, and
apart from, nations and their existence. Attention
has been directed to Geneva or some other seat of
international conferences when it should have been
concentrated on the meaning of nationalism. If
the movements to develop international understand-
ing have failed, the failure has been due either to
an overemphasis or sentimentality that Ignored
realities or to a confusion between international-
ism and cosmopolitanism; and from both points of
view there seems to have been a failure to under-
stand that internationalism and International under-
standing are things that exist betv/een nations and
that nations continue to exist
The Educational Policies Commission expresses a somevjhat simi-
lar point of vlev/:
Peace education has suffered from a vague cosmo-
politanism which failed to see that international
goodwill requires, by definition, the existence of
nations
"^I. L. Kandel "intelligent Nationalism in the Ciunric-
ulum", Thirty-Sixth Yearbook for the National Society of
Education Part II ^ (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1937), p. 36.
^Educational Policies Commission, p£. cit ., p. 51.
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9Events of the last few years have, according to Hunt,^
justified the fact that increased attention to internation-
al matters is no guarantee for a better understanding of them.
By and large, three schools of thought claim first
place in the teaching of international relations, and the
best and only evaluation of their methods with respect to in-
ternational relations which I have been able to find is that
given by Kotschnig.^^ Since these schools have remained un-
challenged to this day, a brief discussion of his findings is
in order.
The first school of thought, the objective school,
maintains that it is the duty of the teacher to present facts
objectively. Many administrators, afraid of public opinion,
recommend that only those facts which have been generally ac-
cepted be presented for discussion. This being true, one can
readily see that there is little room for teaching internation-
al relations. But, on the other hand, many educators who have
given courageous support to the teaching of controversial
issues contend that all facts, pro and con, be presented ob-
jectively in order that the pupils draw their own conclusions.
In a democratic state such a method seems ideal, but tv/o
^Erling M. Hunt, "History in the Senior High School"
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook for the National Society of Education ,
Part II~ (Bioomlngton, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1937), p. 110.
^^Kotschnig, op. cit
., pp. 141-153.
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difficulties, according to Kotschnig, seem to arise which,
as yet, have not "been resolved by this school of thought.
The first is that all individuals in early
youth, and many of them even after they have
reached maturity, are intellectually incapable
of solving the more complicated problems which
arise in the relations betv/een different nation-
al groups. They have to be trained in certain
attitudes, the rational foundations of which may
escape their minds. This imposes upon the teacher
the task of selecting and promoting those atti-
tudes most likely to lead to constructive social
living. This happens, of course, daily in our
schools - the educator becomes an indoctrinator
.
At this point, the second difficulty arises.
Whether the teacher ’indoctrinates’ his v/ards
with certain concepts and ideas or whether he
attempts to present his brighter pupils with
’both sides’ of a given problem, he has to choose
among the multitude of facts and ideas which might
be brought into the classroom. There are literally
millions of problems that might be raised and most
of them, alas, have more than two sides. In other
words, even the ’objective’ presentation of facts
presupposes a selection both of problems and of
modes of presentation. This selection in turn
rests on the teacher’s or curriculum-maker’s judg-
ment of what is important and relevant. There is
the rub; there are not enough teachers in this
country or elsewhere with broad enough vision, with
deep enough understanding, with a clear enough
scale of values to enable them to distinguish the
important from the ephemeral. Most of them tend
to play safe, and are thus confined to presenting
cut and dried facts v;hich are often unimportant and
more often in no v/ay related to the living realities
of the day. ...At best, the objective presentation
of facts has led to literacy in international
matters; it has not achieved enlightenment .H
The instrumentalists or the progressive school educa-
tors claim that the most important task of the school is to
develop in the pupils the ability to solve problems, so
lllbid., pp. 143-144
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problems are presented instead of facts. Ideas are the
instruments or the tools which are used to solve the parti-
cular problem in question. The proponents of this school
were pioneers in the educational field who felt the need of
International understanding, and they went to great lengths
in planning units on Czechoslovakia, and Japan, and France,
and other countries, taken from what they believed to be real
life situations, and, therefore, created a feeling of real-
ity in the classroom comparable to life situations within the
particular country in question. Y/hile much has been written
favorable with regard to this philosophy of education, much
has also been written by other educators who believe that it
has some serious drawbacks. The most common criticism being
that the American classroom is neither fit nor able to create
the fullness of a foreign life. Furthermore, international
problems, they contend, can only be understood and eventually
solved through a real understanding of the historical back-
ground of the nations of the world. Likewise, the complexity
of most current problems requires for their solution a re-
search far into the past, sometimes even to the very source
of their civilized existence. It is this all important
historical background which gives a true comprehension of the
present and direction to the future.
Another objection to this school of thought is that
it has tended to sacrifice ends to means. It is chiefly con-
II
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cerned by a pragmatism which is solely interested in what
works here and nov/ in facing the problems before us*
It refuses to admit man’s ability to discover
and define lasting values, permanent principles,
essential truth, unless such truth or value is
to be found in continuous change* ***this may
and does easily lead to a paralyzing relativism
which recognizes no deeper loyalties and which
leaves the individual without guidance or motiva-
tion. ••* Pragmatic instrumentalism, by refusing
to see anything but the next step, deprives us of
the will and the strength to take even that step.^^
The third school of thought resorts to indoctrination,
and it presents only one point of viev/ to the exclusion of
all others* This school predominates, and it is the only
type of school allowed to flourish in totalitarian states*
The protagonists of this school of thought have had little
or no influence on the teaching of international relations
because, in most cases, they advocate a change in the inter-
national order on the communist type, and for this reason
they have failed to be impressive*
At this point, it is interesting to note just what
proposals Kotschnig has to offer in the teaching of interna-
tional relations* He maintains that it has been a failure
in the past, and that to have some chance of success in the
future, it will have to proceed along three lines*
First, teachers and administrators should become
aware of the two principles of western civilization which
have proved their civilizing value dov;n through the ages* In
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simple language, these principles are that individual freedom
is essential to civilized society, and that civilization is
most creative where the Individual, with all his freedom, ac-
cepts his responsibilities towards an organized society. He
points out that the great philosophers from Aristotle to Kant
upheld the idea of the worth of the individual, and recognized
beyond that, the need for loyalty to society as the recipient
of man's spiritual and Intellectual heritage and the guardian
of individual rights. Then, too, from the days of the ancient
Jev/ish prophets dovm to the present era, the philosophers of
all occidental religion provided a metaphysical basis for these
two principles - that every individual, as a child of God, en-
joyed certain inalienable rights, and, at the same time, all
individuals as children of the same God v/ere held responsible
for each other's well being. For those people who scoff at
philosophy and religion, this is the record of history. It
should convince the pragmatist whose preoccupation with the pre-
sent has not gone so far as to close his mind to all historical
facts, that there are certain principles which are basic to
our civilized existence, and that they should be used in the
study of human relations both national and international.
Second, Kotschnig maintains that the modern teacher
should give his pupils a contemporary frame of reference firmly
grounded in an understanding of the contemporary scene and
the forces which go to mould it. The structure upon which
this frame of reference should rest 3s the fact that we live
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Xb llooc od;7 oXqooq aaoiiX
. 'fiXoo' IXew e'iddXo rloBO lol
XI
.
^‘loXaXfl lo fc'Tooo'i BiiX ul aXxiX ^ftoXgXXo-i onB 'TriqoeoXXdq
ercq.edX dX Xv? noXXBqx/oooo'iq oeoxlw XaXXB.T.gs'iq edX soaXvaoo Mirorie
XBoI'icXaiil XXb oX balm cXii oaoXo cX bb ‘ib'1 os Sfxoa Xon sBd Xnec
oX oXsBcf O'lB iioXrl77 eoXqXoaXiq nlaXioo o-ib 6‘iodX Xbo’X ^aXoal
ariX nX boaxj eu Xlxroda ^-i^dX fcac tSoaoXaXxo bosXXXvXo olo
.4.BftoXXBr:i©XfiX boA XfirroXXfin iXoc ehoXXbXo'i n.3f.ii/fl lo vi) 7Xa
14
rtado-aoX n*iaborn or! X XadX snXaXnXen tbnooaS
•^Int'xXl oor£o-iDlo*i lo omso:! ^'iBio'ioie Xooo b sXXq/jq aXii ©7X3 bXxroiiE
brtB onooe ’^'iB'ioqaioXnoo edX lo 3aXbfiBXeo:6bnij cic al beferii/on^
rloXrl/; aoqu O'lxrXoxnXs oxi'T *XX blirori oX 01 doXdi? aoo'iol e.dX
evXI ev XBriX XobI odX ai Xa©'i blirorie corie'iolo^: lo ainBo;! sXdX
It.
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in an Interdependent Tivorld, that every nation cannot escape
being a part of that world, and that our economic, cultural,
and political destiny is linked to the rest of the world.
The apprehension of this fact leads to the apprehension of
another, that the countries of this world are so closely
related that international regulation of our relationships
is absolutely necessary. In other words, an international
government based on mutual understanding and co-operation
among nations appear unavoidable.
Last, but not least, he argues that the teacher, bent
on teaching a realistic understanding of all peoples, must
not fall to take into account the imponderable attitudes,
urges, preferences and differences in mode of living which
distinguish one country from that of another.
No lasting co-operation between nations is possi-
ble so long as these imponderabllia are not recogni-
zed and as far as possible understood. One of the
reasons for the failure of the Disarmament Conference
in 1932 was the tragic lack of understanding between
the French and the British. Both wanted some measure
of disarmament, but the differences in national out-
look were among the things which prevented any agree-
ment on procedure. ... Thus, while pursuing the same
objectives, they could come to no agreement. Similar-
ly the collapse of France can, in part at lease, be
explained by the static nature of the French, aptly
symbolized by their fixed Maglnot Lino. They failed
to comprehend the dynamic drive of modern Germany.
These imponderabllia are difficult to explain to any-
one who has never lived in a foreign country. An
understanding of them will be slov; In coming and may
for some time to come remain confined to a select few.^^
This type of teaching will prepare our youth for the
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tasks of reconstruction that await them in the post-war
v/orld •
I have sketched rather hastily the teaching of inter-
national relations during the ‘period between the wars’*
During that time American schools were then, and still are,
so widely varied in practice and policy that exceptions can
certainly be found to these generalizations, nevertheless,
the program for international education boars a faithful
likeness in all American schools during that period* In ad-
dition, it would not be assuming too much to say that the
program for international education in the democratic
countries of western Europe would, in its main outlines, bear
a faithful likeness* In turning to the program of interna-
tional education of a former totalitarian enemy, we shall
see how it came to be in direct contrast to that of the pre-
ceding description of American experience*
cl
't£t7-i8oq oriJ cLt fueri;t d'iewB cffind’ noi:^oxri;:tsctoo 0 *i lo
. fol 'low
-lectni: lo grtixioBed- odu rlicfesa ‘IGCiobi ftedoifeifa ov/uri I f
.
' s'ist: ©liinaewcted Jboi-teq' ©ilcf gni'xx/b afioictBl©^ Icnolcf/ifr
II lets oafl tftedi o*r.e\/ eloodoa ftBoI-recfA oiiiid- iBdu 3ai''oKI
riBo efiOi;Jq6oxo ^Brid- "jolloq &fiB ooi^oBiq nl b&Iiav rioblw oe
t sealadd 'loven ^ affolcfasIlBiertoS: aaadif od £>fu.'Ox ocf ^Inlsd'xoo
IjjliiclBl B E'lBad ffoIdBOi/bo Isaoid anna dal nol uian^ona odd » ac-
‘ 4 ^
-&B al -fcolnoq darid snl*ii;6 eloodoa aBoIn’oraA IIb al, asaca:^!! :•;?
©rid dadd ^b s od riojjni ood ^nxitfjLfeafi od doc L'lirov di ^aoldib
oldBnooarob eriJ nl coIdBOi/b© iBCOldBanodcI *10^ ‘^‘i3onq
naoQ tEecIIdwo nlani edl. al t&lB'Ow sqo*ic5 anedeow lo aslndfii/oo
-Baioiicil xo manaonq odd cd acinnod al . aeanoalll Iz/iildlal s'
IIsiIb 3w t'jrnea© rfBl'iBdilsdo'd temno'X, s lo acldsoi/bo Isaold
-'©nq or'd io dsfid od dasadcioo' doenlfc nl ©J od ©xnao dl won a©e
.
qucoivj'qxs aspIiDcriX ’la coidqxnosGb "sclboo
EDUCATION IN GER^IAI'JY
GERi'AAN EDUCATION PRIOR TO 1914
The information on German education prior to and
after 1914 has been taken almost entirely, with a fev/
notable exceptions, from a series of carefully documented
articles by the State Department I do not propose to
summarize them, but they should be read by all who want to
get at the inside of the German educational problems
.
As a background for a brief discussion of German
education in the Third Reich, certain fundamental character-
istics of German education previous to that time should be
noted. Although no national control v/as exercised in German
education prior to 1914, and each state was free to exercise
control over its own school system, yet, on the whole, there
had developed within that country a uniform pattern of organ
ization regarding the curriculum, the objectives, the type
of student allowed to attend the various schools, and the
teaching personnel. These reflected the type of society
^^Leon Vif. Fuller, ’'Education in Germany Under the
National Socalist Regime," Department of State Publication
,
XI (October 22, 1944), pp. 466-475.
,
"National Socalist Education in Theory
and Practice", Department of State Publication, XI (October
29, 1944), pp. S11-524.
,
"The Higher Learning and Extracurricular
Activities Education", Department of State Publication
, XI
(November 5, 1944), pp. 551-559.
bn£ oS 'lol'tq ctcJ::fBOute ctBjnrLdO" ao noiiJBjnrcoiai wlT /
W0“i B jdcfiv/- d’eorrlB as^’Bd' .laocT sari ^l€£ i&i'Xa
bo.'tnonii/oofc £ j^e^uio 1o ae 'n^a^ * /Tyo*il ^e^oJL^qoo?ce alcfsiort
, ^ r
' '
oJ eaoqo'iq dcr. oq I . ifnom;t‘iBq9Q o;^s^2 arl^ \;i soloi^'ifi
0^ d'ficw' odw £Xa T^d.^bBO'i sJ bl^fods
-zadd di/d ^marid ssXia/ui’wa
I
^
. emaXdxj’iq £aaoj:taoui)a nB:u‘xtC adj. ‘lo ablectl »nJ etc ero^
ficrn'raO lo no£eeuoa£b 'lat'id a 'lo'l hnao^i^dcad a gA
-leeJoc^acio IcetaaKjeJbfUjl ntlcd-'iso Jb'iiciT ©riet' ciolctfioirbo
90 bXuode amid etcriet od smolvenq qoldaojjba ticln^'3^1 lo eoloax
ncir.'ia?) al bozio'iax.e scy loo^croo icoo^eten on* rl3Xforl?IA .b©.t.oq:
oa^OTCSxo od" 9©o:l eaw ededa ifose bro ^^£Q£ od* zo^'iq aoldsouba
eoeiid ^elorlv/* add no ^de-f ^rcads 'e loodoe rt'^fo edi: osvo londnoo
-09300 lo aoeddeq nioollau a T^oda;-roo da+ld' nxxid iw beqolaveb bcii
oq'i^d add taevidoetdo ©dd ^nidi cbo'nro ©dd ^n 2|^oc3©0 noddasi
add bns lEloodo.e ee/oloev ^dd onadde od baveolla dnaowda lo
'^daiooa lo ©q^d ©dd bodoellwo oaad- .latinoEoap, nddocad
odd 'labnU ^nc/inaO nl noidcorbS” . n' aoeJ^-^




^loeril' ni noldcox/bd dxsIXaooa Icncidc/*”
^
TdcodoC) IX t aoldcollo;j^ ‘ adeda lo drt&gtdiB jaQ. ^ xo oci I brta
.
.qq ^9S
'ia£sjol‘i'UjDBr[ix2 bna snlmsaJ o*ed'jid odT** ^




which they were called upon to defend, a society which was
not only aristocratic hut authoritarian as well.
No coimnon elementary or secondary school supported by
public taxation for all creeds and classes, such as we know
in the United States, existed but, instead, various types
of schools varying in social status were created.
For the tradition, like the tradition everywhere
else except in the United States, was to provide one
type of education for the masses, about ninety percent
of the population, and another for the classes, the
potential leaders, making up the rest of the popula-
tion, the two types of education differing in content
methods, and aims. The purpose of the elementary school
(Volkschule) was to train God fearing, lawabiding,
self-supporting subjects; the object of the secondary
school was to train future leaders for administra-
tion, the professions^ the economic and intellectual
life of the country.
The free public schools offered excellent training in
the three "R’s”. As time went on, the country felt the need
of providing something more than elementary schools for the
masses, and, as a result, the elementary schools v/ere grad-
ually extended upward to provide for a system of intermediate
schools which, in turn, linked up with the normal schools
.
f©r the training of elementary teachers and with a system
of vocational schools to provide the necessary education
for those who were destined to industrial and mechanical
livihoods. This marked the limit of free education in the
German school system.
The elaborate system of secondary schools was geared
15I.L.Kandel, Comparative
Mifflin Company, 1935), p. 138.
Education, (Boston: Houghton
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.dodBe'io e*iev,- BiJdBda IslDoa al sloorioa \o
a'lerlw't'i^va aciJxiiB'id odd tiioiJ xXd'Td edd /ip'X
aqp aoi’'/o‘iq od eevr ^eadjedc? feaddaD siid nl dqepxa eala
dneoqeq ^^daalfl dtfO‘e tsd&Baf:;" eid 'lol rioxdBO^dt lo eq^d
0<id ^BpaaeXo end ‘lo'X laildods Xnfl \doi3Bltrtioq "io
,
-Biqqoq edJ 'to, dsai odd q;* .^aqa-bBel iBl/nodoq
dn&d
Xood
rqflpfiooae arid lo doa],do edd j cdpo^dva .gdddqC'iqi/s-'lIeB
-BTdBlalfri)£ qo'i aiieOBeX erudrit nXBqd od eaur Xooiclos
XB;jdo0llodqX bntB oXn^onoo© odd ^enoXBcelo'iq ©dd ^aoXd
^qdfi/zoo ©dd. lo plXl
nl ^aXniBqd dqGlIeoxe boqello sXoodoe oXIduq ©o.ql oriT,
ba©q add dXel 4;'Tda£/od ©rid ifio dnow prrtXd .eA ."b’H" GOTrid add
add qol Bloodoa ^qBdnoinel© nadd atom 3tiXilden;o 8 '^nXoivoqq do
-hs^s 9*x0v/ sXoodo'3 ^'iBddeiaaX© add ^dXlrB©q £ bb ^baa t8©B^Btn
adaXbepiqedaX lo ^inede-cE a dol obXvoqq od lafiBwqq bebnedxa
^XcodPS laraqoh ©dd ddiff'qi* beafciAX trni/d oX ^doXdw eXcorioe
are^BVE a ridXw una aqad,caad ^q^dnaaioXa lo .^KXriXsqd add 'lO*'
noXdsoc/ba "^Beceoaq add ©bXvo'rq od aXoodas XanoXdBOov lo
l 3D‘Xadnoa;H dub iBl^iEjjbat od baaXdaep aqaw odw ©sorid qol
add aX noXdaouba aaql lo dX-^X edd be>ii£ii sXdl .sboodXviX
• oiadB'ce Xoodoa nanrTeO
baqseg' aaw eioorios ^'labaooea lo mede^s ©daqodaX© eri^
nodd jjjcH ;qqd?od) taoXdaoib3‘ avidaggaffioC tXabdadi. I.
« q ^ (S&9X ^ ^naqnioO nXXHXd
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to segregate the selective minority who were to prepare for
the professions or positions of leadership in the state.
Pupils were normally admitted to the secondary schools from
the Vorschule, a private preparatory school which was attended
by pupils between the ages of 6 and 9. It was definitely a
class institution placing those who were able to pay in a
position of privilege.
Comparatively speaking, a very small number of pupils
in the elementary schools at the age of 9 found their way into
the secondary schools to which they were admitted on the basis
of a strict and selective entrance examination. This meant
that the large number of German children were forced to remain
in the elementary school or Intermediate schools until they
were 14 years of age and complete their education later in part
time continuation courses up to 16 years of age or in one of the
many full time vocational schools.
The secondary schools formed a community by themselves.
The privilege of admitting students to the universities was vest-
ed solely in the Gymnasium until the late 70’ s. Due to the
growth of the industralization of the country and to the German
emphasis on science, two other types of schools were created,
the Oberrealschule and the Realgymnasium, both of which placed
strong emphasis on the sciences and modern languages, but they
v;ere never considered on a par with the Gymnasium which con-
tinued to command the higher position of influence in the German
system of education.
lot OJ oa» TiiTonic ovi-JoeXsw- ed* oi
.e^aia aria «i qtJa.xeiwaX lo acaitflaoq la.'ar.ciasaloiq aria
<ao-i-i aXoorioa vx«tr.ooae aria oa oo«im£,a ^XXamrion aiaw sXi ic?
bataeaaa acw riaXdw Xocrioe
-xioasiaqeiq' saovX'iq 8 .aXridoaqoV aria
8 lXaa:iaileb,a8w ax .Q doa 3 lo aas8,aria ncawaod sXXqoq
.^d
8 nx -^8q OS exs'8 e-iow oa’* SBoaa anXoaXq acttuiXisat easXo
• ^3^-^-tvXiq aoXilXeoq
exxqijq lo looivsu LLsa^ ,r^ov e,
.auXoIeeqa T-tsaJlaiaqraoO,
,
oa„X ^8* diaria 6wol 8 lo aaa. oriS la aXoorioe vdaadeaioXa aria at
aiBBd aria no riaaajmbB anaw ijsria rioidw oi'eloocios xdataooea aria
anaaci eXd'X'
.noXa»nXris:ce oouB'ntaa s-hioelso bite ta-ti&e a lo
niamai oJ< teo-rol eiotv neiiXirio naneO ’-lo ladman es-taXieda aeria
xaria liana aXoprioe 9S8.^6stHdBariX io Xoo(ioa, ijdBanemaXe aria ,nX
Siao, at laajax rioXaaoa&a nXsria oskqitqo^taa esa lo e«6^,>x’ 9 ;ia*>





-e-tooxloe lBnoX:*j:iOov smXo IIul V'Jbu
.eavXe'araaaa v"d ^.Inmifcoo a .lar^ol eXocdoe ^i^Snooee ariT
'
-aaov as* 89Xaiaday>a£r edt oa Biasbuie :^atiitmba lo ageXividcx edl
aria oa ano. •.a'OV.aaaX aria Itiau
.WaanaxYO ai\xeXoa fca
;
nB.-t!deo ana oa ona,.,Tiafiaoo erii io noiaaaXXa-xSantai eda lo riSwodn
,6aaaado .oda* aXooriaa lo ciq-fS dariSo o»S .aonaXoa’no eXaerigma -
baosXq rioirlw iq daod
.HriiaanraviXaei. ,edJ bae eXnrioaXaaddeddi aria
Xeai and
.aasaasnoX ndeijoa- bna aaonaXoc aria no aiaariqaia jnodaa
-noo rioiriw muleaniiKcO aria riaxw daq a nd badabianopjdavaa Odaw
namao aria




The connection! betv/een these two systems was slight.
Unless a pupil was admitted to a secondary school from the
elementary school at the age of 9, his chances of securing a
secondary education vifas negligible. The great majority of
pupils admitted to the secondary schools came from the Vor-
schulen, the selective and private preparatory schools. Only
about one pupil in ten thousand entered a secondary school
after completing the full eight years of an elementary school.
Shortly before World War I there was some agigation
for the reform of secondary education. There was much criti-
cism of the fact that no articulation existed between the
various schools, and that it placed upon the parents the
terrible responsibility of determining for their 9 year old
children which one of the professions they planned to train
for when they entered these schools. In addition, many felt
that the children of the lower middle and laboring classes
should be allowed to study for the professions by eliminating
the highly selective entrance requirements.
Without elaborating further on the characterisitcs of
the German school system prior to 1914, it can easily be seen
how the traditions briefly stated in the foregoing pages set
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EDUCATION IN THE V^EIMR REPUBLIC
After Viforld War I the Weimar Republic attempted to
formulate an educational system for a new Germany. The
traditional division of the people into classes each with
its own system of education had to be replaced by a new
educational system v/hich would train the future citizens in
the sam.e schools and would develop a new sense of social
solidarity to the republican form of government. The
Constitution of Weimar not only aimed for the teaching of
citizenship in a free Germany but for International con-
ciliation as well. Article 148 states that:




and vocational efficiency in the spirit of the
German national character and of international
conciliation.
The first attack was made on the Vorschule as a
class institution and the Grundschule or foundation school
was established in its place as the common school for all
children between the ages of 6 and 10. Article 146 states;
The public school system, shall be organically
constructed. The middle and secondary school system
shall be developed on the basis of a Grundschule
common to all. This development shall be governed
by the varying requirem.ents of vocations; and the
admissions of a child to a particular school shall
be governed by his ability and aptitude and not by
his economic and social position or the religious




ouauiciH HAAfx^/i iiiY ill aoiTAOa-aa
o;t 5a^qjEd^;ts nXIdtrqeQ 'iBtr.laVi edi I ibh bXioi 'lod’lA
edT . (i;;aBim00 wen £ ^o*l mecfe^s IsfioX^taoube nca edalum'iol
xiJJtvr xlos© saaaslo oJaX elqoeq sdct lo noXaivXd iBfioXdlJbBiJ
wen £ bdoalqe*! ed Ovt &sd- noXdaoi/be lo rao^taija cxwo ait
'll anesldXo ©ijjd'nl arii nXE-id bluow rtoiriw aevB^e XsnoXcfaoijda
XfiXooe lo eanea r;©n b qaXeveb bX row bcis aXoodoe ©fnj3 a adi
odT . rfaenm^ievog lo nnol naoXXdnqen ©dct ol y^.-*is^^XXob
^ *10 ^nlxlOBeX ©drf 'lo't.beniXa '^Xno cton iBmXeW lo noX:tx/dXX8aoO
-noo XBGoXctBfi'iednX ‘lo'l iisd ^njamneX) eei'i s nX qXrlenesXdio
qoXeveb oX eba/n ©d XXbiIs ctiolle aXoodoe XXb nl
XfinoB'isq bcis ^aaoabanalm-otlduq ^notiBo:Jb^ tsioei
arid lo ^Xiiqa ©ri;t nX XsnoXitfioov 5nB
B 8B dXiido8*ioV edi no abem sbw cfeiXt ©dT
XoodOG noXcfabnno't *10 eXndosbaij'iO ed;t bas ncX^n:fXd8nX seaXo
XXa lol Xoodoe nomaoo adi ea ©03Xq ait at horiatldaiaa sbw
'^Xi aoXria^no od XXBria nxeds^B Xoodoe oXXdJxq edT
^8^8 Xoodoe ’^nsbnooae baa ©Xbblm eriT .bedoirndanoo
oXi/do8bcii/*iO a lo eXaBd edd no b©qoXev©6 ad XXflrta
bannevos ad XXada ctnamqoXevab aXdT .XXb aomnoo
6di baa isaotieoov to ElasTiaiXopa'i ^nX^'isv add \;q’
XXsda Xoodoe naXiJoXd'iBq a oi bltdo a lo afioXaeX.’abB
don baa abuitiqa baa
-tdXXXdB aXd Yd bemcevo;^ ed
liadi aaiaia 8^X ©XoXd'iA ' .XX©w aa aotiatlto
zaiais^dhl, ©XoXdnA .OX baa 3 lo ae^B ©dd neewdad neibXXdo
. aiaaaaq atS lo *l©XXad
882 ^. bXdl^-^




The normal schools were abolished by Article 143 of
the Constitution^ and they were replaced by teacher training
institutions which not only specialized in methods of teach-
ing but offered a liberal arts education as well. This
change was in accordance with the principles which applied
to the training of teachers for higher education, a provi-
sion which helped to bridge the gap between the elementary
and secondary branches of the educational system.
The secondary schools retained their aristocratic
tendency in that thej^ trained a select group for the pro-
fessions or leadership in the state. They were, however,
made more accessible to the masses through the reduction of
fees and scholarships.
More important 'than these structural changes was the
endeavor to foster a democratic spirit in education and in
administration as v;ell. Less indoctrination was to be found
in the classrooms, and more tolerance was permitted. More
attention was devoted to civic education in preparation for
participation in a democracy.
Apart from, the educational system of the Republic,
there existed a Youth Movement, a spontaneous activity
which revolted against the rigid formality of German educa-
tion and discipline. It was first organized in 1889 under
the leadership of Karl Fischer and it spread rapidly through
out Germany. It was an adventurous romantic and non-conform
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and Freedom” • Although it was imbued with a sense of free-
dom, its members drev»r up a code of self-discipline. There
was neither adult supervision nor supervision by the state,
and its greatest significance lay in the fact that it
possessed a spirit of unity among all German youth. The
first V/orld War curtailed the movement, but it was revived
after hostilities ceased. The Weimar Youth Movement differ-
ed from the pre-1914 movement in that it no longer remained
an escapist movement remaining aloof from the life of the
nation, but it became associated v;ith it. This movement
committed itself to the task of creating a nev; v^orld order
nearer to its heart's desire, ’’more realistic and seeking
not escape from but mastery of the forces of machine-age
civilization.”^^ In 1929 it had over four million members
and over ten thousand youth hostels in the country towns
and villages which provided comfortable facilities for
German youth in their ram,bles
.
Strange as it may seem, the movement never became
affiliated with the Weimar Republic. Due to the failure of
the Republic to solve the domestic problem.s as a result of
the economic and international situation, youth became dis-
illusioned. The post-v/ar era, especially the turbulent
years from 1929 to 1932, the steady increase in unemployment,
and the unhappy outlook for the generation just out of school,
(members of the Youth Movement), German youth saw in the
Republic a reminder of national defeat and humiliation.
^^Fuller, ££. cit ., p. 471
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As a result, they were in a mood to be swayed by some ideol-
ogy v/hich would resort to nationalistic policies. They wanted
action, not words, and they gave their support to the most
extreme programs, and they eventually became part of the spear
head of the National Socialist Movement.
The educational program of the Republic met with only
limited success. Before any of the reforms had a chance to
become v/ell grounded. Hitler found his way to power. The
failure of the Weimar Republic to v;in the people wholehearted-
ly to the support of its principles was reflected to a large
extent in its educational system. The significance of some
of the forces which made for reaction are v;orthy of mention.
First, the Weimar Republic failed to eliminate the
old imperial bureaucracy, including a great many teachers,
who remained in office. Some of the higher educational
officials who had been brought up in a spirit of unlimited
admiration for the Kaiser and his imperial Germany remained
monarchists at heart, and they sabotaged the best plans of
the new leaders. The Republic not only failed to eliminate
the ’old type’ teacher, but it made no effort to win over
the teaching corps. Many teachers were successful in devel-
oping a reactionary point of view under the pretense of
teaching reverence for the past.
Second, the Republic made no effort to break down
the isolated position of privilege of the secondary schools,
in spite of the fact that provisions were made for children
'.
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In so far as the lower classes succeeded in send-
ing their children to these schools, they themselves
v;ere determined to preserve the exalted position of
the secondary schools, so as to bask in the reflected
glorj’ of their sons and daughters. There is nothing




Thus, it was easy for these institutions of higher learning
to continue in their traditional or isolated position, and
both the institutions and the instructors became far removed
from the people, a dangerous position in a national crisis.
A third factor, according to Ulich ^ which contributed
to the failure of the Weimar educators was the lack of voca-
tional guidance. In making the universities available to the
children of all classes, the professions became over crov/ded
to such an extent unknown at any other time in any other
country. In 1931, there were approximately forty-five thou-
sand of these young unemployed \iniversity graduates, and they
together with the thousands of hopeless students in the uni-
versities and secondary schools lost faith in the future.
This was a fact that the leaders of the conservative parties
failed to estimate - the danger of such a vast number of un-
employed Intellectuals together with the German officers of
^%otschnig, 0£. cit ., p. 24.
^^Robert Ulich, "Germany”, Educational Yearbook of the
International Institute of Teachers College
,
(New York;
Columbia University, 193^. pp. 339-361.
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the Kaiser's army who suffered a loss of prestige when peace
came and the thousands of ill-adjusted men and women made it
possible for Hitler to edge his way into power* In the
early days of his career, he can be credited, at least, with
one fact - that he saw some of the weaknesses of German con-
temporary society*
At this point, it is significant to note what Karl
Mannheim^^ has to say about German education, or, in fact,
about all education which makes pupils literate in the
narrowest sense of the word* The schools in Germany were, as
he puts it, 'functionally rational' and they lacked "sub-
stantial rationality' and that, in turn, added to their
destruction* Upon first thought, the distinction betv/een
these two terms does not seem to be so important* Function-
al rationality enables a person to function well in certain
definite set-ups. It calls for an education which makes the
individual solely a technician* It calls for definite skills
'in c ertain d ef inite situations, and it fails to give chil-
dren a 'real education'* Substantial rationality is con-
cerned with the 'why' of things rather than the 'hov;' of things.
It thinks in terms of the whole rather than any of its parts,
and it results in the development of an Integrated personal-
ity* It alms to grasp the cultural aspects which the skills
^^Carl Mannheim, Man and Society in an Age of
Reconstruction * (Nev/ York; Karcourt Brace and Company,
1945}, pp* 51 ff
*
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serve, while functional efficiency is often put to irration-
al ends such as the super-efficiency of the German army.
German education failed to strike a proper balance between
these two types of education, and, as a result, they failed
to get a substantial understanding of themselves and of
their nation. This narrow one-sided education heightened
their suggestibility and helped to bring about German Nation-
al Socialism.
The failure of German education to develop self-
reliant and integrated personalities left the
average German without adequate defense against
irrational propaganda and waves of collective
emotionalism, particularly when the satisfaction
of certainty, security, and assured guidance was
offered.^^
These are a few of the outstanding things which made
it possible for Hitler to make his way to power.
... and with him arrived in the seats of the
mighty a most motley crew of carck-pots and
fanatics, to be found indeed in all countries,
but more niimerous in Germany because of the
settling effects of defest; of frustrated geniuses;
of unemployed intellectuals who hated the Republic
because it had not fulfilled their dreams of power
and social success; of subaltern officers to whom
life had lost all meaning when the German armies
were disbanded; in one word, all types and kinds of
discontented men and women who blamed what in many
cases were their own weaknesses and failures upon
the preceding regime. Thrown in with these groups
were the dregs of German society, who eagerly
craved the opportunities created by the destruction
of existing values to give free rein to their per-
versions, to establish a rule of lawless and of
terror. There has probably never been a similar
period in history, when a great nation spewed forth
SSpuller, 0£., clt . , p. 511
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iBXXrdf-B B fioscT i©v©fi -rXdBO'oiu bbtI oiedT .iciiod
ddiol b©\7oqE rroXdBn deei- b fior:;7 ^-lodeXd nX boXioq
such a set of ill-adjusted, pathological speci-
mens and allowed them to become leaders
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EDUCATION IN THE TEERD REECH
In viev/ of all the literature on the true meaning of
education under the National Socalist Regime, one can con-
fine oneself to a few summary remarks. The National Socalist
Ideology was derived exclusively from the following German
and European authors:
Subordination of private interests to public welfare
(Plate, Adam Muller, Fichte)
Freedom as organic relatedness and limitation of Bindung
(Hegel)
The Folk as organic entity embraced in total state
(Fichte and many others)
The Nordic or ’’Aryan” race myth
(Gogineau, H.S. Chamberlain, Lagarde, Wagner)
The leader principle
(Fichte)
Duty as absolute imperative
(Kant)
State as total power
(Machiavelli, Treitschke)
Sense of a German Mission
(Geibel, Fichte, Lagarde, and innumerable others )"^^
Granted that the Nazis missused the foregoing ideas of these
^^Kotschnig, 0£, cit . , p. 26,
^^Fuller, o£. cit p. 511.
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thinkers to further their cause, it must also be admitted
that they were already familiar to most Germans, and were,
strangely enough, highly acceptable in their Nazi guise*
One of the first things which the new regime did was
to completely revolutionize the educational system of Germany*
In order to accomplish this, education ¥/as centralized by
the establishment of a Reich Minister of Science, Education
and Popular Culture, Dr* Bernhard Rust. In each state the
former education ministry was supplanted by a State Educa-
tion Office under the Third Reich, and, thus, for the first
time in German history, education was placed under a single
head. According to Rust the aim of education was not cul-
ture, spiritual freedom, or emancipation of the mind, but the
shaping of each individual for proper membership in the Volk
or national community and for the common tasks imposed upon
all by the state*
To the Nazi, the individual is a legend, having no
separate existance apart from his national community. This
collective organism, the Volk, is the organic union of a
racially determined community in a collective personality of
all generations past, present, and the future. It is perman-
ent, unchangeable, and it embodies the idealism and ob-
jectives of the individual, the group, and the national life.
Thus, the educational objectives are predestined by the na-
ture of the Volk. They can never be formulated for pro-
bo.- [tiriDij ocf celfi cte/jni iJt 'ilorid' 'isiict'iix’j. od e'lorlnidd'
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conceived ends.
Likewise, personality was a derivitive of race, and
it could not be developed through education* It consisted
of nothing more than the activitation of those pov/ers which
are in the Individual because he is a member of the collec-
tive organism, the Volk* Education had to do with the shap-
ing of the individual as a will of the organic whole*
Race was Interpreted as a voice of the blood* Fuller
sums up very accurately the Nazi interpretation of race*
Race is the natural from which differentiates
life, a primal unity of living substance express-
ing itself in body, spirit, and soul, the basic
reality which gives meaning to all knowledge.
Humanity is a myth - there are only racial types*
Education, then, cannot develop man but can only
elicit responses characteristic of a racial group*
Blood has symbolic significance - it is the source
of the spirit of a race and transmits the ancestral
heritage* The end of education is the development
of the child for full membership and functional
Participation in the folk-community based on blood
and soil* The preservation of racial purity is of
paramount importance; education becomes a matter of
breeding in the literal sense* It must guard
against the Infiltration both of alien blood and
of alien ideas
This organic philosophy of blood and soil, of superior-
ity of the Nordic race, of biological determination is so
familiar to all that it need not be enlarged upon further*
All that one needs to remember is that the Nazi concept of
race was, in reality, a program for world conquest* People
are born into Inferior or superior races* They are born to
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rule or to serve* The Germans were, of course, destined to
world rule while their cousins, the Danes and the English,
were to be allov/ed limited authority in the new world order*
The United States v;as to be allowed a certain amount of
authority, i*e*, elimination of the Negroes, the yellow race,
and the Jev/s* This is, in short, the 'organic philosophy’
which the Naxis, of necessity, had to create in order to
give the German youth not only drive but ’respectability’ to
their acts*
The foregoing remarks on German National Socalism was
necessary to understand the true meaning of Nazi education*
Here, again, one must confine oneself to summary due to the
amount of literature which, in the past, has been devoted to
this subject*
By and large, few institution changes took place in
the educational system of the Third Reich, but the curriculum,
the spirit pervading them, and the teaching personnel under-
went radical change* The reforms of 1937 were designed to
increase and strengthen the vocational schools* Because of
the utter neglect of and, at times even contempt for cul-
tural and intellectual values, the secondary schools were re-
duced to three in number* Girls were excluded entirely from
the Gymnasium because only 10 percent of the student body in
the universities could belong to the female sex* They were
expected to become at an early stage in life dutiful house-
keepers* If they received any secondary education at all, it
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was in the special Oberschulen for girls where they v/ere
given training in the German subjects, racial theories, and
in domestic science* These changes were justified on the
ground that the purpose of the school was to mold or fashion
all German youth into National Socalists of the first order.
Outside of the regular educational system and under
the direct control of the Nazi Party, a new set of schools
v;as created for the training of leaders* There were as
follows I
Adolf Eitler Schools . These schools v^ere established
in 1937 for boys between the ages of 12 and 18* Members
were selected from the Hitler Youth and admittance was baaed
upon academic background and leadership traits* Policital
orientation was the chief purpose of these schools, and
strong emphasis was placed on physical training and biological
and racial science* The graduate was assured a position in
the army or state or entrance to a university* Only a few
hundred boys were admitted to these schools each year*
National Institute of Education * These schools were
designed to prepare young men for the airnied formations of lii e
Nazi Party (Storm Troopers and Elite Guards) or the Labor
Camps* Entrance was based upon highly selective tests, and
the graduate was assured a position in the state police, or
entrance to a university, or a post in the armed formations
of the Party*
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Orders Castle (Ordensburgen ) • The most carefully
selected young men were sent to these schools. They v/ere
four in number, and they v/ere designed to develop a super-
elite. Members, not over 25 in number each year, were
chosen from the graduates of the other two leadership schools
who had two years of military service, one year of labor
service, and from, one to tiiree years of activity in the
youth and party organizations. These schools provided a
four year training in military skill. The last year was
spent in Marienburg, East Prussia, where special emphasis
was placed on the medieval conquest of the East by the
Tuetonic Knights, and where the stage was set for the conquest
of the East by the ’master race’ at the expense of the Slav
population. Hitler said of these schools;
My teaching is hard. Weakness has to be
knocked out of them; in my Ordensburg a youth
will grow up before which the vorld will shrink
back. A violently active, dominating Intreped,
brutal youth - that is what I am after. Youth
must be all those things. It must be indifferent
to pain. There must be no weakness or tenderness
in it. I want to see once more in its eyes the
gleam of pride and independence of the beast of
prey. Strong and handsome must my young men be.
I will have them fully trained in all physical
exercises. I intend to have an athletic youth -
that is the first and chief thing. In this way
I shall eradicate the thousands of years of human
domestication. Then I shall have in front of me
the pure and noble natural material. With that
I can create the nev; order.
I will have no intellectual training. Khov/-
ledge is ruin to my young men. I would have them
learn only what takes their fancy. But one thing
they must learn - self commandl They shall learn











That is the intrepid and heroic stage of youth.
Out of it comes the stage of free man, the man
who is the god-man. In my Ordensburgen there
v/ill stand as a statue for worship the figure of
the magnificent, self-ordaining god-man...^®
The Rauschning quotation points out very definitely
the type of youth which the Plitler schools were designed to
produce. This quotation also points out that the Hitler
youth be brutal, indifferent to pain, and void of all pity
and tenderness. From all accounts of the behavior of the
German youth in the occupied countries, his wish was ful-
filled. For an eye-witness account of both the ciirriculum
and the methods used in these schools of the Third Reich,
one has only to read Ziemer’s book.
All that remains to be said on the matter of curric-
ulum is that in addition to physical education and the
emphasis on race, prepardness for v/ar was made part of every
subject
•
Before bringing this brief account of Nazi education
to a close, it v;ould be well to mention the type of educa-
tion carried on to convince the masses. They were regiment-
ed largely in the so-called Labor Front whose slogan v/as
’’strength through joy”. This organization was devoted to
Hermann Rauschning, The Voice of Destruction (New
York: G.P,Putnam’s Sons, 1940), pp. 251^52.
^"^Gregor Ziemer, Education for Death
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social and recreational interests, but it also developed a
comprehensive scheme of adult education as well. It con-
ducted study courses of a vocational and social character,
and it tried to interest the working people in drama, music,
and the arts. Like all the other organizations v/hich were
allowed to exist in the Third Reich, it had become more
political than social or recreational, and it, too, became
one of the ideological supports of the Nazi regime.
The Ministry for Propaganda and Public Enlightment
established in 1933 under the leadership of Goebbels became
one of the main ideological supports of Hitler’s Third Reich.
This ministry had complete Jurisdiction over all agencies
which had to do with the forming of opinions with, of course,
the exception of the schools, A culture Chamber provided
ideas for the press, the radio, the theatre, and other
avenues of propaganda. In short, the Propaganda Ministry
succeeded in moulding public opinion to support the objec-
tives of Nazism.
It cannot be denied that the last world conflict was
due largely to a cunningly planned conspiracy carried to the
bitter climax by means of an educational system v/hich had
been successful in subordinating all instruction for old
and young alike to the objectives of total v/ar. The
characteristics of German education under the Third Reich
would be similar to any other brief account of the educa-
tional policies in the many other dictatorships which found
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their way to power during the same period.
In looking at the two educational systems just
described, it can easily be said that they stand in direct
contrast to that of each other, and that the American
schools cannot afford to teach peace while other nations
teach their children directly the opposite. Then, too, it
helps to point out the fact that all nations who want to
live out their lives in peace must provide some kind of
organization for international consultation and action
regarding certain matters.
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CHAPTER II
ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST AN INTERNATIONAL AGENCY FOR EDUCATION
After all that has been said, no heavy battery of
argument is required to demonstrate that certain aspects
of modern organized education are a matter of internation-
al concern, and that they are as international in their
implication as, for example, the control of atomic energy*
This being true, no country can hope to deal with them in-
dependently*
Hitler realized, as some democratic leaders have not,
that the success of a political and social program depends
in the long run on appropriate education* In other words.
Hitler did contribute some negative good in the world in
that he awakened the democracies to the paramount impor-
tance of education to nation and, especially, to internation-
al life*
This is not to argue for International control of
education, however, it does mean that some kind of interna-
tional machinery for consultation in educational matters be
established in order to help safeguard the peace of the
world* The discovery of such methods for the field of educa-
tion ”is just as necessary a part of the search for the road
to peace as the discovery of methods for international action
in military, legal, political, and economic matters."!
!Carr, o£. cit .
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According to a survey conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center of Denver^ 84 percent of the
Ainerican people in all walks of life believe that an in-
ternational agency for education is a primary need in
achieving this end. During the early weeks of the San
Francisco Conference public interest in this subject was
obvious
•
The consultants group of the United States
Delegation composed of men and women designated
by forty-tv;o national organizations representa-
ting labor, business, and agriculture, women’s
activities, religious groups, and war veterans,
as well as formal education, agreed on the nec-
essity of assuring the place of education and
international cultural relations in the United
Nations Charter.^
This goes to show that the rank and file of the
American people are convinced that an international agency
for education having for its real aim a better understand-
ing among the peoples of the world is a primary need in
laying the foundation of world peace.




House Re so lution 215
, A Resolution Urging the Formation
of an Organization to be Known as the Int ernational Office
of Education
, (Washington, D. C.: United States Government
Printing Office, 1946), p. 38.





Part (Washington, D. C.: United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1946), pp. 8-9.
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UHAT M INTERNATIONAL AGENCY FOR EDUCATION SHOULD NOT DO
Before entering into a discussion of the possible
functions of an international agency for education, it will
be well to bear in mind that there are some things that this
agency would never be able to accomplish, and, in fact,
would be undesirable to attempt.
It would be useless for such an agency to move in-
to a country and attempt to superimpose a program of educa-
tion in terms of its own democratic philosophy. It should
neither interfere nor attempt to control education in any
country regardless of the fact that it means education con-
ducted by the State, or in the form of parochial schools, or
private universities or private schools.
Speaking in favor of an international agency for educa-
tion, Doctor Marshall has this to say:
For any international agency for education
to succeed, we must first accept the principle
of its non-interference with the organization,
administration, curriculum, or method of instruc-
tion of any system of schools, whether operated
by state, church, or individuals. Freedom from
such Interference is close to the hearts of all
peoples; it is the father of intellectual and
religious freedom."^
Miss Selma Borchart expresses this point of view:
We do not want any philosophy indoctrinated in
any way, in any country through the agency. We
^think that this point is of tremendous importance.
^Hearings Before the Committee of Foreign Affairs
House of Representatives, Seventy-ninth Congress on House
Resolution 215, (V/ashington, D. C.), 0£. cit ., p. 70.
Sibid
.. p. 59.
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Ralph Strebel expresses a similar point of view:
It would be sociologically and phychologi-
cally unsound for any international body to
dictate to any country the kind of educational
program it would develop, and no reputable
sponsors of the international Office of Educa-
tion advocate this as a function*^
I. L. Kandel is discussing the problems of education
in the post-war world points out that nothing would be more
sure of failure than the attempt to draw up a blue-print
on education with the idea that it would be applied to any
or all nations. He is of the opinion that a foreign group
can plan to some degree for the reconstruction of cities and
transportation facilities, but education is embedded in a
people’s culture that no outsider can draft any workable plan
for it. In other words, it would be futile to try to force
a common cultural plan upon Europeans who have cultural
traditions of their own and of which they are justly proud.
In conclusion, it would be to the point to quote
Representative Karl Mundt on this matter:
First, it does not propose to send American
teachers out to staff the schools of enemy or
friendly schools to tell them that thejr must
teach. That provision is not in the resolution.
Secor^ly, it does not propose to international-
ize education so that a standardized course of
study is provided for all children everywhere.
Thirdly, it does not provide for political
indoctrination or interference with the religious,
political or economic practices of any country.
^I. L. Kandel, Intellectual Cooperation : National and
International
.
(New York: teachers College, Columbia Univerd ty,
1944), p. 75.
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Fo\irthly, it does not provide for any
domination of dictation by such an office of
local school systems anywhere in the world,
certainly not in the United States, where our
schools are definitely and rightfully under
the administration of our local groups and
local state school-administration bodies* That
condition v/ould remain. *7
These are some of the things which an international
agency for education should not do, and they should be kept
in mind in discussing the value of such an organization. In
this way disappointment will be avoided and national pride
guarded from a sense of wrong.
WHAT AN INTERNATIONAL AGENCY FOR EDUCATION COULD DO
Concerning the functions of a permanent internation-
al agency for education, one can be more specific. During
the past five or six years there has been a vast amount of
publications and public discussions regarding the possi-
bility and importance of the establishment of such an agency.
The bibliography listed for this thesis will not only give
some idea of the scope and range of publications which have
centered on and around this problem, but the number of organi-
zations private, professional, or otherwise who have given
the problem serious attention.
... The National Education Association, through
its Educational Policies Coimission and otherwise,
had directed efforts primarily to the teaching pro-
fession. The American Association. for an Interna-
'^Hearings Before the Committee on Foreign Affairs House
of Representatives, Seventy-ninth Congress on House Resoluction
215, (Washington, D. C.), 0£. cit ., p. 3.
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tional Office of Education has secured support
for the proposal among the general public* The
International Education Assembly h^s held three
meetings in the United States {Harpers P'eriTy,
1943; Hood College, 1944; and New York City, 1945),
attended by unofficial representatives of most of
the United Nations* The Universities Corttnittee
has actively promoted the study of the question
among the faculties of higher institutions. The
American Council on Education has engaged in ex-
tensive studies, bearing especially upon the educa-
tional relationship between the United States and
Canada, and between the United States and Asia*
The American Association of University of Women
and a long list of other civic organizations have
encouraged discussion of the problem among their
local organizations* The Commission to Study the
Organization of Peace has sponsored two important
studies on the question. Most of the foregoing
organizations and about ttfoirty others work to-
gether in the Liaison Committee for Education in
World Citizenship, the London International
Assembly, and other organizations *B
Not one of these organizations has predicted in the
long run Just what the detailed functions of a permanent in-
ternational agency for education should be, but there is a
general agreement among them regarding certain possible fields
of service* To list all the functions of an international
agency for education would not only be cumbersome, but it
would serve no useful purpose here* Instead, I shall attempt
to summarize what appears to be the general consensus of those
who have given the problem serious attention*
Among all the possible duties listed by the proponents
of an international agency for education, none seem to rank
above that of deliberate leadership and encouragement in the
BCarr, ££* cit *, p* 68
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promotion of international understanding and the development
of the concept of world citizenship. Experience has shown
that nations working alone cannot accomplish this. Every
portion of the world is becoming increasingly dependent for
its prosperity, and for life itself, upon other sections of
the world. This means that our economic and cultural inter-
dependence make it possible to permit any semblance of irres-
ponsible nationalism. An international agency for education
could, through cooperative action take the leadership in for-
mulating a realistic program of international understanding
which would assist and encourage teachers in the development
of right attitudes toward all peoples.
The need of international agency to collect and
disseminate information on the progress of education through-
out the world has long been felt. All the proponents of an
international agency for education agree that a constructive
and continuous duty of such an institution would be to act as
an international clearing house for studies and data on
educational subjects. In order to do this,it would, of ne-
-
c essity, raalntain a library which would include files of
teaching materials, teacher training courses, school building
plans, tests and measurements as well as many other kinds of
educational literature. This function is extrem.ely Important
in that it would encouxage, assist, and correlate the educa-
tion and research conducted by other agencies national, inter-
2^
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national or otherwise#
There is complete agreement on the proposal that the
^ international agency for education should be ready and willing
to give expert advice, on request, to school systems through-
out the wDrld regardless of membership v/henever they happen
to be in need of help in establishing modern, civic, and
technical education for their people. Likev;ise, it should al-
so cooperate with any international post-war relief agency
when requested to do so#
Another important function of an international agency
for education would be to carry out a program similar to
that of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation of the
League of Nations. The proponents of the agency point out
that such an activity would encotirage fraternal contact of
educators, scholars, and other intellectuals in the various
fields of specialization. It would not only assist in the
international exchange of research materials in the technics,
but in the findings in the natural sciences and in the social
sciences as well.
Among the activities listed for an international
agency for education is the formation of minimum standards of
education which all nations, however backward, would be wlll-
^
ing to adopt. These standards, together with suggestions for
their progressive improvement, should be sent as recommenda-
tions to all member nations. Specific reference is made to
the word ’recommendations’ in that it be used advisedly.
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In the period of relief and reconstruction there are
two groups likely to receive first attention, the smaller
children and the adults who will be called upon for the re-
organization of the life of their respective countries* Be-
tween these two groups is the youth group* Experience in the
past has proved that this group must not only have education
but employment as well* Past experiences have proved that
this is the group in which there lurks the greatest potential!
ties for molding minds to the menance of world stability*
The importance of youth organizations has long been realized,
and all serious minded people are of the opinion that this
group should merit serious consideration* They point out
that for these youth there exists a possible system of youth-
work-and-education* They must be educated to achieve self-
reliance, a significant life purpose and direction, vocation-
al competence, and adult status* Failure to meet the needs
of this group would set the stage for world instability and
would eventually lead to > another war*
Some organizations maintain that an international
agency for education might profitably undertake the drafting
of an international charter of education for a free world*
They point out that it should result from a series of interna
tional discussions which, in themselves, might be more impor-
tant than the document* The charter would be a document of
generalizations expressing hopes and ideals rather than ac-
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The Educational Policies ComiTiisslon has proposed the
following topics which illustrate the type of material that
might be included in an international charter for education;
1* Universal schooling, including education for
health, vocational skills, and intellectual
development
•
2* Equal access to educational opportunity at all
levels
.
3* All teaching institutions to be devoted to the
development of tolerance, justice, and goodwill,
and no teaching institution, private or public, to
be allowed to develop international ill will, to
encourage traits of group aggression, or to teach lies*
4* A continuing system of adult education oppor-
tunities in the study of personal, social, and
economical problems
•
5* Complete academic freedom and complete academic
responsibility and accountability for the teaching
staffs of schools in all parts of the world.
6. Definite factual instruction at every level in
all school systems concerning the history, culture,
psychology, and problems of other peoples.
7* Instruction in all school systems concerning
world organization and problems of international
relations; such instruction to be factual and free
from recrimination.
8. Systematic efforts to Improve the preparation
and background of teachers for giving instruction
concerning international problems.^
A widely accepted function of an international agency
for education v/ould be to study textbooks, courses of study,
and, in fact, all phases of educational programs in all
countries, and then evaluate them in terms of international
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security. It should be keenly interested in evidences which
tend to foster hatred, ill will, agression, militarism, or
otherwise. Refusal on the part of any country to present its
teaching materials for appraisal or any attempt to whitewash
them should be promptly publicized by the agency. If, in the
judgment of the organization, instruction in a given 'c ountry
is dangerous to the peace of the world the following lines
of action should be taken: It should report its findings to
the government of the country in question, citing as con-
cretely as possible those practices or teachings which tend
to develop a m-ental armament dangerous to world peace and
ask that corrective measures be taken. Second, it should at-
tempt by conference, discussion, or other non-coercive means
to rectify the situation. Finally, if, after a reasonable
period of time, no adjustment has been made, a full report
with all documentary evidence on the matter should be sub-
mitted to the International agency established to deal with
international affairs in general.
Beyond that point, no one wants to see the
International Office of Education proceed. Its
duty in this particular respect would be ful-
filled when it had located dangerous tendencies
of education, attempted peacefully to remedy that
condition, and, failing in peaceful efforts, had
called dangerous situation to the attention of
the general security agency. Less than that would
make the agency weak at a critical point; more
than that would carry it into areas where it
does not belong and could not usefully act.
This point of viev/ is an admitted challenge
to complete national independence in education.
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It holds that there are certain types of
education which are so dangerous to all of
us that they should be discouraged in every
possible manner. It holds that it is better
to detect and counteract such tendencies at
an early stage, than it is to wait until the
tendencies produce a nation which is irrevocably
educated for aggression and war.^^
Among the proponents of an international agency for
education only one major disagreement appears to exist. These
people point out that if the international agency for educa-
tion is entrusted with any power to evaluate instructional
programs in terms of international security and then proceed,
if necessary, to alleviate conditions, such actions would
constitute an Improper interference with the internal polic-
ies of a nation. They are convinced that limited power is
necessary for the establishment of such an agency and for its
effective functioning.
Other functions suggested by scxne of the sponsors
of such an Institution and upon which there is no general
agreement are as follov/s:
Some organizations v/ho are keenly interested in this
agency feel that one of the most worthwhile activities in
which it might engage is the arrangement for the internation-
al exchange of students and teachersV- Foreign study and travel
l^Carr, 0£. cit p. 75.
Ha brief account of the international exchange of
students and teachers conducted by these organizations may
be found by reading Carr, 0£. cit ., pp. 44-54.
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can lead to dislikes and misunderstandings, or, on the other
hand, it can, under proper guidance, lead to an appreciation
of other peoples* The international exchange of students
and teachers has been carried out by private institutions,
and, as far as the results are concerned, they have been
phenominal* In former years we had to depend upon propagan-
da agencies to become acquainted with various countries, and,
in many instances, they became the source of fifth column
activities
•
Some sponsors advocate that the agency operate an
educational radio station, and that it send out educational
programs which would be universally available to those
schools who wished to avail themselves of the opportunity*
The foregoing group of activities are interesting
proposals, and in spite of the fact that they are not general-
ly agreed upon by all the sponsors of the international agency
for education, they are, nevertheless, practical possibi-
lities to be considered*
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OBJECTIONS TO THE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY FOR EDUCATION
The opponents of an international agency for educa-
tion have marshalled a number of criticisms with respect to
the creation of such an institution, and they have been
listed by the Educational Policies Commission as follows:
The proposals are idealistic; they just won’t v/ork.
The plan is too ambitious; It goes too far, too fast*
There are dangers in an international agency; it
has failed to keep the peace.
No nation can or will yield up any of its functions
in the education of its ov/n people .12
Before drawing this section of the thesis to a con-
clusion it would be well to consider these objections in
the order given above.
The first objection is that the proposals are ideal-
istic, and are not workable. The proponents of the agency
ansv/er that such an institution, because of its very nature,
is a ’venture’ in idealism. They point out that the peace
of the world depends upon our understanding of the aims and
hopes of other peoples. They feel that there are times when
Idealism or thinking in terms of ’ultimate objectives’ and
’high attainments’ are the most practical types of thinking,
and, on the other hand, that nothing could be more impractical
than the alternatives to hopeful planning. .It is the opinion
of the proponents of this plan that the impractical people are
^^Educational Policies Commission, 0£. cit p. 49.
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..•those who resign themselves to wars on an
inevitable, recurrent, and ever more destruc-
tive basis. People who called themselves
hard-headed realists have proved on former
occasions that the thirteen colonies could
never be united, that modern industry could
not function without child labor, that educa-
tion of all the children of all the people
was an Impious and scandalous notion, that
chattel slavery could not be destroyed because
it was divinely approved, that no gentleman
could ever adjudicate a personal quarrel ex-
cept with a pistol at forty paces, and that
the flying machine was a physical impossibility,
the steamboat a dreamer’s folly, and the tele-
phone a passing fad.
No major forward step in human relations
has ever been taken that was not called im-
practical by the self-styled realists. His-
tory will show who are the real dreamers.
Meanwhile, we admit that this fact is an ex-
cellent reason for supporting thera.^^
It has been said that the proposals for an inter-
national agency for education are too ambitious both in
the sense that they are too far-reaching and that they seek
to secure greater prestige and usefulness for education.
They point out that there are times, such as the present,
v/hich make it imperative that any one who has a contribu-
tion to make for the general good should not hesitate to do
so at once and in a straight forv/ard manner.
It has been said that there are dangers in an inter-
national agency for education. Monsignor Johnson in answer
to this criticism has the following to say:
13 Ibid
., pp. 50-51.
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Of course, there Is always the danger that
any organization international or othervjise,
might come under the control of the wrong kind
of persons or forces and its original purpose
be distorted* Because an international educa-
tion office might possibly be used to propagate
foolish and dangerous ideas, it might be argued
fairly that it would be much better not to have
an International education office at all. The
trouble with that argument is that it would
apply to almost any organization or Institution
that human beings have ever set up. One needs
to weigh the possible good that could come to
the world at large through the proper function-
ing of an International organization for educa-
tion, wisely set up, wisely administered, and
carefully watched, against the harm that might
be done if it were taken over by fools or knaves *^^
It has been said that education has been given a
chance to promote world peace and failed. The arg\iraents
dealing with this criticism has been discussed at some
length in other sections of this paper.
It has been said that no nation will surrender any
of its functions in the education of its own people.
•*• It is perhaps sufficient to reply that
the proposals of this document do not impair
the complete educational autonomy of any nation.
The significance of national systems of educa-
tion will be increased by the encouragement and
dignifying presence of an international recogni-
tion. The existence of an international agency
will not destroy the freedom of state and national
school systems to seek new and better methods of
organization and procedure. On the contrary, it
l%onslgnor George Johnson, ”An International Office
for Education,” The Catholic Educational Reviev/ , XLII
(February, 1944), pp, 69-70.
^^Cf
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should stimulate such developments and foster
the cultural attributes of the several nations.
Those who advocate an international agency for educa-
tion agree without exception that the success of the organiza-
tion depends on the principle of non-interference with the
organization, administration, curriculum, or method of ins true
tion of educational systems in any country. Any further
discussion of this question would only be a repetition of
what has been said in the first section of this chapter.^'^
Experience has proved that narrow nationalisms form
no basis for the organization of a post-war world or of post-
war education. World situations today call for youth whose
loyalties to their nation remain steadfast, and, at the same
time, understand that this world has become an Independent
unit where the security of all is threatened by the misery of
others living in other parts of the world. One of the great-
est dangers in the post-war world is not that educators will
over estimate the potentialities of education, but that men
in positions of power and influence will fail to use the
great force of education as part of the over-all international
machinery created to keep the peace of the world.
^^Educational Policies Commission, on. cit . » p. 57.
I'^Cf. ante, pp. 38-40.
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CHAPTER III
TOWARD INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
As far back as the seventh century, intellectuals have
been knov^rn to transcend national boundaries and work together
in their various fields of interest for the promotion of inter-
national brotherhood and world peace. While the rise of aggres
ive nationalisms challenged their efforts to the extent that
they were never able to see their plans become a reality, yet
each contributed to the long road which eventually lead to the
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
To reviev/ some of the events of international educational co-
operation v/hich eventually came to be organized into permanent
international organizations is the purpose of this section of
this thesis.
JOHN AMOS COMENIUS
The first great name in the history of international
education is that of John Amos Coraenius of Moravia, a pioneer
far in the advance of his time, pointed out that education
was the only true road to peace and universal brotherhood.
He witnessed with the deepest regret, the destruction which •
the Thirty Years War brought not only to the schools and
churches but to Europe as well. In spite of the fact that he
was driven from one country to another, his faith in education
never failed. The solution v/hich he advocated for the elimina-
tion of devasting wars was knowledge and universal education.
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In order to promote these lofty ideals, he proposed a
Pansophic College where scholars throughout the world
could meet and assemble the necessary knowledge for the
m.utual understanding of all peoples .
This was the great task to which Comenius deci-
cated his life - the creation of a Universal College,
a Temple of Universal Wisdom, ’a structure of truth,
human and divine’ which would take all knov/ledge as
the sphere of its activities and in which learned
men from all over the world would co-operate. It
v/as not, however, the accumulation of knowledge for
its ov/n sake in v/hich Comenius interested, but its
unification, co-ordination and advancement for
human welfare and universal peace.
As one looks upon the appaling conditions which have
resulted from, another great war which threatened to end in
the destruction of ourselves and the universe, he is reminded
of the fact that Comenius is as real for our day as he v/as
for his, and he deserves his rightful place among those who
have labored for an internationally ordered world.
MARC-AUTOIKE JULIEN
Another figure of significance in the history of inter-
national education is that of Karc-Antoine Julien of Paris.
At the age of 19, he was Assistant Secretary of the first
Separtment of Education. As early as 1817 he published,
A Preliminary Outline in Comparative Studies
,
in which he
advocated a Special Commission, not too large, whose main
4.L.Kandel, "John Amos Comenius, Citizen of the World,”
School and Society
,
LV (April, 1942), 401-406.
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function was to collect research material and to analyze
and compare the different methods of education and teacher
training in the different countries of Europe, This Commission
was to he supported by the soverign princes of Europe, and it
was to maintain a teachers' training institution and to issue
an educational bulletin published in several languages. His
life was devoted, more or less, to a sort of continuous inter-
national conference on education, and he is often spoken of as
the Father of Comparative Education
Not only was Julien's plan never carried out, but
nearly seventy years elapsed before the idea of an inter
national center for education emerged once more. Since
that time, hov/ever, many schemes of the same kind have
been elaborated, and innumerable conferences, congresses
and general meetings called by educational and other
bodies, have passed resolutions urging the establishment
of a world center for education,^
OTHER PLANS
During the nineteenth century and the early part of the
tv^entieth century, the following plans were proposed:
,,,the Dutch Mbelkenboer and his scheme for a permanent
international council of education, the German Kurnig
and his international consultative center for education,
the Hungarian Kemeny and his plan for an international
institute of pedagogy, the Belgian Peeters and his plan
for an International bureau of educational literature,
the Frenclrjman Lebonnis and his international institute
of education at Caen, and very many others. The plans
of these men are only dusty records, yet each added
^Marie Butts, ”An International Bureau of Education,"
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something to the still uncompleted exploration of
the path to international cooperation in the
realm of the mind and the spirit*^
One of these men, Peeters, actually set up the first
international office of education* It was known as the
Bureau International de Documentation et d’ Education, a
strictly private and professional body with no government
support. It was, in reality, an international clearing
house of educational literature for educators. Since it,
too, failed to receive any government backing, it did not
manage to survive,
DOCTOR FANNIE PERN ANDREWS
An international office for education on a far grander
scale th*an the one mentioned above was proposed by Dr. Fannie
Fern Andrews of Boston, In 1911 she succeeded in persuading
the State Department in calling an international conference
on education. In March of 1912, the State Department em-
barked on the usual routine of diplomatic correspondence with
the Netherlands Government whom it suggested call the con-
ference at The Hague. The Netherlands Government consented
and in September of 1912, Dr. Andrews set sail for Europe as
an accredited agent of the United States Government. V/hen she
arrived in Holland, she was informed by the government of
that country that some preliminary conferences with other
^Carr, 0£. clt ., p. 31
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governments should be held in order that an agenda might be
more carefully prepared. Dr. Andrews then set out on a
tour of the major capitals for this purpose, and in November
of the same year she was back at The Hague Vi/ith a carefully
prepared agenda. After making arrangements with the Nether-
lands Government for an International conference on educa-
tion to be called in 1913, she returned home.
By April, 1913, only two countries replied to the in-
vitation. Strangely enough, the United States, the promoter
of the project, failed to respond. This was due to the fact
that Congress passed a law which forbade the American Govern-
ment to participate in any more international conferences
v;lthout congressional approval. Congress was not in session,
and it was not until May of the same year that it reconvened
and gave its consent. In the meantime, the Netherlands
Government postponed the conference until September, 1914.
Because of the critical conditions on the continent of Europe,
the Netherlands Government again postponed the conference
until 1915. The conference did not take place due to the out-
break of the World "iVar.
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
When the representatives of the victorious Allies met
in Paris to draft the Convenent of the League of Nations, an
international delegation of women under the leadership of
Lady Aberdeen, and including Dr. Andrews, appeared before them
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and presented a memorandum v;hich provided for the creation of
a permanent International Office of Education to be stipulated
by the League of Nations and ratified by the Peace Treaty.
President Wilson made a courteous reply to the delegation, and
he stated that if all their proposals were not accepted, it
would not be due to the fact that the drafting committed was
in disagreement with them. He did not, however, give any as-
surance that they would be accepted, and, to be explicit, there
was no provision for the creation of a permanent internation-
al agency for education, nor any reference to education in the
Covenant of the League of Nations.
In 1921, however, the Council of the League of Nations
at its session reacted favorably to a proposal by Leon
Bourgeois. It provided for the appointment of a committed of
leading educators and scientists to deal with the questions
of intellectual co-operation and to draw up a program of action
for the League. The Council, after some deliberation, decided
to recommend to the League Assembly the following resolution:
The Assembly requests the Council to designate
a Commission to study questions of international
intellectual cooperation and education. This
Commission shall present at the next session of the
Assembly a report on the measures which the League
might take to facilitate intellectual exchange
among the nations, especially as concerns the
communication of the scientific data and of methods
of education...
The study of the project to create an international
bureau of education (proposed in the Council’s Report
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The resolution met with unaminmous approval, and eight
days later it came before the Committee on Humanitarian
Questions of the League of Nations’ Assembly. Some of the
members expressed concern about the word education v/hich,
they said, might be misleading in that it gave the impression
that the League eventually planned to take the whole matter
of education into its own hands. In the discussion that
followed, it was decided to eliminate the word education, and
the resolution was approved v/ithout it.
In due time the Bourgeois resolution was presented to
the Second Assembly of the League of Nations by Gilbert
Murray, then Professor of Greek at Oxford University, who point-
ed out that the word education had been eliminated from the
original resoluction and that this meant merely the creation
of the proposed Committee on Intellectual Cooperation.
Dante Bellgarde, representative from the republic of
Haiti in the Caribbean, spoke in favor of restoring the word
education to the resolution, and he introduced a motion to
that effect, but he failed to win any response.
This, he said, is not a question of interfering
with the internal educational policy of any nation.
What, he asked, does the Assembly wish to accomplish
by creating this Commission on Intellectual Coopera-
tion? Is it to bring together and to make available
to all nations, the fruits of the human mind and
spirit? If we v/ant to do that, how shall we, how can
we, afford to ignore the very development of the
human mind itself? This is not a question of giving
educational directives; it is a question of putting
each nation in touch with the best in the field of
education for all peoples. It is certainly true that
educational methods will vary because each nation
" I
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desires to progress in the spirit of its
national tradition; but it is equally true
that human spirit is one. It is of great
value, therefore, to exchange the education-
al studies made everywhere.^
His words fell on deaf ears. Since one vote would have
killed the adoption of the Committee on Intellectual Coopera-
tion or, in fact, any other act of the League Assembly, he
withdrew his motion and acquiesed in a resolution which merely
established a Commission of Intellectual Cooperation.
The French Government took a special Interest in this
organization and invited it to conduct the activities of the
Institute of Intellectual Cooperation in Paris v;ith funds
made available for that purpose, and the League accepted the
offer. The Institute became affiliated v;ith the League of
Nations in that the Commission on Intellectual Cooperation be-
came the governing body cf the Institute, but the Commission
retained a small secretarist at the headquarters of the League
in Geneva.
The Intellectual Cooperation Organization of the League
of Nations, in addition to the Committee, consisted of various
Expert Committees, 34 National Committees and two working
bodies — the Intellectual Cooperation Secretariat in Geneva
and the International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation
became the executive branch of the organization. Its chief
function was to prepare meetings of the various Expert Com-
mittees and to publish their findings. The headquarters were
in Paris.
INTERNATIONAL COIviaTTEE ON INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION
This organization formed the Secretariat, with head-
quarters in Geneva. It carried on relations v/ith the govern-
ments of the Member Nations and with the Council and Assem-
bly of the League. It represented the best thinkers of the
day; it was made up of 19 members appointed by the League’s
Council, and it consisted of such famous people as Madame Curie,
Albert Einstein, and Gilbert Murray.
EXPERT COMMITTEES
In order to deal with specific questions of mutual in-
terest to all. nations, the organization consisted of a system
of advisory committees. These Committees included such
Permanent Committees as the Committee on Arts and Letters,
the Committee of Scientific Advisors, the Committee of
Architectural Experts, the Committee of Directors of Higher
Education, the Committee of Library Experts, the Coirmittee of
Expert Archivists, the Committee on Intellectual Rights and
the Committee on the Teachings of Principles and Facts of
of Intellectual Cooperation. Other Permanent Expert Committees
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were created as well as temporary Expert Committees to deal
with specific questions.
NATIONAL COJMITTEES
In order to carry on its work more effectively, the
Organization for Intellectual Cooperation decided to adopt
a policy of decentralization and establish National Com-
mittees on Intellectual Cooperation in Member States,
By 1939 forty-five National Committees on
Intellectual Cooperation has been set up in the
following countries: — Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, United Kingdom, Bulgaria,
Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia,
Finland, France, Greece, Haiti, Hungary, Iceland,
Iran, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mexico,
Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal,
Roumanla, Salvador, Union of South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, United States of
America, Uruguay, Yugoslavia.^
They were organized in such a manner as to serve as a
liason between the International Organization for Intellec-
tual Cooperation, and the schools and colleges of their
respective countries.
ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
FOR INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION
Due to the fact that the Assembly of the League of
Nations took a negative attitude on educational problems, the
organization was greatly limited with regard to administra-
tive and research facilities, however, the organization
^’ILLTED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
, (United Nations
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broadened out later and some attention was given to the pro-
blem of education for international understanding, when it
became apparent that world peace was matter of concern to
all nations# The funds alloted to the Committee on Intellec-
tual Cooperation were painfully inadequate, but in spite of
this fact it accomplished many notable achievements#
The principal work of this organization was to develop
the methods of collaboration among the intellectual leaders
of different countries on projects of mutual interest# It
arranged for the exchange of Information among museum and
archive officals; it made a study of visual aids to education
through the Educational Cinematographic Institute of Rome;
it served as the Secretariat of the International Council of
Scientific Unions, and it co-operated with that body in
organizing conferences of special scientific problems# Through
its famous periodical. Conversations
,
in which the leading
philosophers and writers of many countries took part, and
through the International Studies Conference attempts were
made to clarify the intellectual causes of the growing inter-
national crisis and to propose ways of meeting the challenge#
Thus the organization, greatly handicapped in its infancy,
continued to grow in popularity during the years of its later
development#
In 1938 an attempt was made to bring in those countries
who were not members of the League and to bring in those
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countries who had left the League. In addition, an attempt
was made to finance the institution on a broader basis. It
was for these reasons that the International Act for Intellec-
tual Cooperation was negotiated at Paris. After the Act came
into force January, 1940, the intention was that the Inter-
national Committee for Intellectual Cooperation be placed on
an autonomous basis, but still remain within the League.
When the World War broke out on the continent, the pro-
gram of intellectual co-operation could only be carried on
in the 7/estern Hemisphere. After the liberation of western
Europe, the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation was re-
opened in 1945 with the expectation that it would cease to
exist when the United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization went into full operation.
When the League of Nations was dissolved, all the
possessions of the International Organization for Intellectual
Cooperation was given to the United Nations. This valuable
collection of books and other types of information was
eventually handed over to UNESCO, the specialized agency of
the United Nations created to deal with educational and
cultural matters on an international scale.
CRITICISM OP THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
FOR Il'JTELLECTUAL COOPERATION
The Organization for International Cooperation has been
7Cf. post yp. 103-104.
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critisized in that all of its activities failed to deal com-
prehensively v.'ith all cultural aspects of inter*national life,
and seldom, if at all, made any impression on the ordinary
lives of ordinary human beings* It vi/ould do v/ell to consider
a few of these criticisms at this point.
I. L* Kandel maintains that in problems of education for
international understanding the most important change to be
made is a change of spirit. One can expect no success from
an international organization if the vjill for international
understanding and intellectual cooperation is not present with-
in the nation itself. He points out that the National Com-
mittees on Intellectual Cooperation which v;ere to form a link
between the nations and the organization were established by
the latter. They did not originate because of a recognition
of importance of inter-relating the varied and multicolored
aspects of national cultures. They seemed to stand outside
the general stream of intellectual activities within each na-
tion. In other v/ords, international cooperation is not some-
thing that can be imposed from the outside, but should grov/
naturally out of the recognition of the international inter-
dependence of intellectual activities.
Speaking further on the failure of the organization, he
says
;
Intellectual cooperation, whether national or
international, has suffered perhaps because the
idea was new and because it was promoted by the
League of Nations somewhat as an afterthought or
ti
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as an addition to rather than an integral part
of t he w hole plan. Naturally the coiamittees
on intellectual cooperation were regarded too
much as agencies created by and for the Inter-
national Organization on Intellectual Cooperation.
They were created ad hoc and, because they did not
grow out of the intellectual activities within
each nation, there has been a tendency to con-
sider them as incidental to and not as forming
an intimate part of all those activities which
make up a nation’s culture and civilization.
Finally, the American National Committee on
Intellectual Cooperation was faced with the fur-
ther difficulty that the United States was not a
member of the League of Nations.
2
The Department of State makes this criticism:
That all of this activity touched too few
people was the common criticism of the vrork of
the Intellectual Cooperation Organization. The
lack of funds v/as partly responsible for this
failing, but it was also due in part to the
fact that the Committee and the Institute were
confined in the beginning to specialized projects
and seldom made a direct impact on the lives of
the ordinary human beings. The number of people
who knew about the activities in the intellec-
tual cooperation was small, and the number directly
involved in them was smaller but was growing
rapidly .9
1/Valter Kotschnlg puts forth a similar criticism:
The Comm.ission as created by the League was in-
deed an impressive sight. It was inspiring to see
brought together in the same room such men and
v/omen as Eenri Bergson, Gilbert Murray, Albert
Einstein, Madame Curie, R. A. Millikan, Miss Bonnevie,
Jules Destree, and Gonzague de Reynold. But the
very strength of the Commission was also its chief
weakness. Its members moved in a rarefied atmosphere
far removed from the struggles of everyday life.
They had forgotten their early origins in kinder-
garten and elementary school. They could not be
bothered to look into the needs and anxities of the
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adolescent. Their minds dwelt on a plane beyond
the reach of ordinary man. They themselves v/ere
scholars and thinkers and writers and they
represented their Interests almost exclusively.
If they thought of education at all they thought
of higher education. To be ’practical* down to
earth, meant for them the co-ordination or re-
search and protection of intellectual rights. 10
Kotschnig points out another criticism, an excuse used
by some nations for not giving adequate support to the Paris
Institute, namely, that the Institute was too much identified
v/ith French Intellectual life, and, therefore, could not be
called representative. There was, no doubt, something in
this criticism, but it must be remembered that the French
Government provided two-thirds of the budget due to the
hostile attitude of the other member states of the League
especially the Goverrmient of Great Britain who disregarded
the most urgent pleadings of Sir Gilbert Murray, Chairman of
the Commission on Intellectual Cooperation.
There are those who maintain that the experiences of
the League proves conclusively that international action in
education has been tried and failed. This is a notion taken
for granted by those who have failed to note that the League
did almost nothing to influence education in the various
countries. It proceeded on the premise that education was
a strictly national concern, and that no international agency
could Interfere. It did not see the extent to v;hich educa-
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intellectual cooperation probably failed in the past because
it was never attempted in a manner w hie h w as equal to the
difficulties of the undertaking itself. All the brave men
and women who gave their efforts to this work did not give
up in despair because many of them took an active part in
the formation of the United Nations Educational Scientific
and Cultural Organization.
II^ERImAIIONAL bureau of education
When the educators of the various countries failed to
win the support of the League of Nations for an international
agency for education. Dr. Frederick Zollinger, Secretary of
the Department of Public Instruction of the Canton in
Sv/itzerland, presented to the Third International Conference
on Moral Education in Geneva, a plan for the creation of an
International Bureau of Education. It met v/ith the unanimous
approval of the delegates, but, strange as it may seem, no
attempt was made to implement the decision of the conference.
Three years later, however, an International Bureau of
Education was set up in Geneva, and its establistiment was due,
no doubt, to the previous spirited discussion of Dr. Zollinger,
and he is credited as the determining factor in its establish-
ment. In March 1926, the Bureau was opened under the leader-
ship of Professor Pierre Bonet, head of the Jean-Rosseau
Institute. It was started as a private research agency, but
in 1929 it was reorganized as an intergovernmental institution.
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Funds were made available by provate grants and by member
governments
.
The organization grew slowly. By 1938 the Bureau had
a membership of fifteen governments, mostly small powers en-
deavoring to improve their educational systems, and two non-
governmental agencies.
I
ACTIVITIES OP THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OP EDUCATION
The main function of the Biireau has been to serve as a
clearing house on education in the various countries, but it
has concerned itself with other aspects of education as well.
It carried on a continuous study of the methods of education
for International understanding and world peace, and it
carried on a great deal of research in comparative education
all over the world#
Before and after the war it carried on annual interna-
tional conferences (International Conferences of Public Instruc
tion) which proved to be of great value# The purpose of these
conferences is to consider the reports submitted by primary
and secondary educators, the object being that each country
may be able to profit by the experiences of others. It
developed an excellent library which included a section on
children’s literature.
The Bureau founded and, as far as I know, still issues
a quarterly Bulletin containing important works on education
all over the world. In addition, it publishes an International
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Yearbook and a series of international studies on such sub-
jects as rural schools and the position of married women in
the teaching profession.
During the v/ar it was forced to suspend many of its
activities, but it added another department, the Intellectual
Assistance to Prisoners of War. This war-time service con-
sisted chiefly in the shipment of books to prison camps so
that students and teachers might be able to continue their
education. At the same time, it Instructed its Management
Committee to make a study of the contributions which it might
be able to make in the spiritual and educational reconstruc-
tion of the world. Through its Consultative Commission it
drew up a plan of action dealing with such problems as aid to
educational and scientific libraries, provisions of textbooks
as well as foreign teaching staffs, and post-war educational
reforms
.
The strength of the Bureau lay in the fact that
it concerned itself primarily v;ith elementary educa-
tion and secondary education, and therefore was much
closer to the broad problems of education which were
neglected by the League. Its v/eakness resided in
the fact that it enjoyed even less official support
than did the Organization of Intellectual Co-operation
of the League.
As constituted, and lacking the necessary funds, it
could not take the lead in formulating a broad pro-
gram of international education, let alone making it
prevail even in those countries v/hich collaborated
most closely in its activities. Hitler Germany was
one of them.H
^^Ibid., pp. 261-262
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In February 1947 a formal agreement was signed at UIJESCO
House in which both organizations agreed to co-operate with
each other in the field of educational surveys and other forms
of activities common to both. The Joint Committee of these
tv/o organizations made all the necessary preparations for the
Tenth and Eleventh Conferences of Public Instruction v/hich were
held in Geneva in 1947 and 1948, respectively. This same
Committee asked the Bureau to undertake an investigation into
the role of science in general education and to help in the
preparation of a glossary of educational terras which U1\ESC0
hopes to add to educational statistics. In addition, the
Joint Committee made an arrangement by which UNESCO v/ill be
able to use all documents and Information collected by the
Bureau since its creation in 1925.12
The experiences in international collaboration have not
been in vain, and many features of the Constitution for UNESCO
are derived from the experiences of the International Bureau
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The war-time associations of nations which brought so
many of the Allied Governments to London resulted in the set-
ting up of a conference of the Allied Ministers of Education*
The story of this conference and how it played a substantial
part in bringing about the establishment of an international
organization is told in this chapter*
In the autumn of 1942 the Ministers of Education of the
governments in exile met in London at the invitation of the
British Council, the agency of the British Government respon-
sible for cultural relations with other countries, under the
leadership of Mr* R. A* Butler, then the English Minister of
Education. The nations represented in the Conference from the
beginning v/ere Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Great Britain,
Norway, Luxembourg, Greece, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Yugo-
slavia *
The original purpose of the Conference v/as to consider
the problems of reconstruction, especially in the educational
and cultural fields. In view of the fact, the Conference began
immediately to plan for the educational reconstruction of the
then occupied countries of Europe* As time went on, and as
the war continued, the conditions v^hich confronted them became
increasingly difficult*
From 1942 to 1945 the Conference v/orking through its
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commissions and committees, studied problems such as the train-
ing of personnel, the restocking of libraries, the provision
of textbooks, and the restoration of v/orks of art v/hich had
been looted during the course of the war. As the work of the
Conference progressed, it became evident that these problems
v/ere of interest to all the United Nations, and the Conference
began to concentrate its attention on the establishment of an
international organization for education and to consider the
m.ost practical method by which such an organization would be
made to function in the post-war world.
In 1945 invitations were Issued by the British Government
to those governments who, up to that time, had only been
associated with the conference as observers to become members.
In 1944 our Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, made it officially
known that the United States ?;ould participate in an interna-
tional program for the educational and cultural restoration o
f
the occupied countries in the Immediate post-v/ar period, and
it v;ould send a delegation to the ninth meeting of the Confer-
ence v/hlch v/as scheduled to meet in London, April 6, 1944.
Under the leadership of Representative, nov; Senator, Fulbright,
the American delegation was sent to London to discuss with the
Conference the possibilities of International action in the
restoration of the educational and cultural heritages of the
war-torn countries.
At this meeting it was decided to convene tv/o open meet-
ings which vjould enable all representatives present to partici-
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pate fully and equally regardless of their position in the
Conference. The first open meeting was held April 12, 1944,
and the United States offered for consideration a draft
constitution which was dravm up jointly hy the Conference and
and American delegation. It v;as discussed and revised at this
and frequent meetings. As a result, a tentative draft consti-
tution for a United Nations organization for education and
cultural reconstruction v/as drawn up and submitted to the
governments of the United Nations and the nations associated
with them for study and comment.
The United Nations v/ere greatly concerned regarding this
draft constitution, and they devoted much thought to its pro-
posals. As a result, recommendations were forth coming from
the various governments to the effect that effort should be
concentrated upon the creation of a permanent international
organization for education, science, and cultural cooperation
rather than upon a temporary reconstruction agency. In the
meantime, other organizations in the United States and else-
where v/ere working on similar plans for an international agency
for education and culture, and they, in turn, helped the Allied
Ministers of Education to reach their goal.
In September and October of 1944, the Dumbarton Oaks
Proposals specified that the principals of International co-
operation be carried from the field of policital security over
into the field of human v/elfare. This document specified that
the Economic and Social Council, v/hich was created to deal with
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non-political matters, would "be expanded to include matters
involving cooperation in education, science, and the arts.
Shortly after the San Francisco Conference convened, it
approved a declaration by the French Government which pro-
claimed:
1. That peace among nations must be founded on
comprehension and mutual understanding.
2. That the United Nations have a duty to see
that culture is made accessible to all men*
3. That it is the duty of the United Nations to
facilitate the exctiange and dissemination of
knowledge about national (educational and
cultural) activities
The Chinese delegation backed by several other governments
ft
proposed that problems involving educational and cultural co-
operation be turned over to the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations, a provision in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals*
Finally, after many discussions and resolutions, the conferaice
agreed that provisions for the development of educational and
cultural co-operation be incorporated in the Charter of the
United Nations, and that that body convene within a few months
to draw up the statutes of an international organization of
intellectual co-operation*
Article I Section 5 mentions culture as a means of inter-
national co-operation. It reads as follows:
To achieve International co-operation in solving
international problems of an economic, social,
cultural, of humanitarian character, and in pro-
moting and encouraging respect for human rights and
^What is UNESCO ? United Nations Educational Scientific
and Cultural Organization, 1946, p* 4
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for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction
as to race, sex, language, or religion.
^
Article 55 mentions education as a means of international co-
operation. It reads as follows;
With a view to the creation of conditions of
stahility and well-heing which are necessary for
peaceful and friendly relations among nations based
on respect for the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples, the United Nations
shall promote;
(a) higher standards of living, full employment,
and conditions of economic and social pro-
gress and development;
(b) solutions of international economic, social,
health, and related problem.s; and interna-
tional cultural and educational cooperation;
and
(c) universal respect for, and observance of,
human rights and fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex,
language, or religion;^
During the course of the San Francisco Conference, the
House of Representatives adopted the lalundt Resolution favor-
ing the establishment of an international office of education,
and tv/o days later the Senate adopted the Fulbright-Taft
Resolution. Both v/ere carried without a dissenting voice.
The decisions of the American Congress at this time coincided
v/ith the discussion of this issue at the San Francisco Con-
ference, and it carried much influence when it was needed most
Following the inclusion of a specific reference to educa
^’’defenses of peace”. Part II, op. 51
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tion and cultural co-operation in the United Nations Charter
and the approval of the United Nations to draw up statutes
of an international organization of intellectual co-operation,
the United States delegation pointed out that plans had al-
ready been formulated by the Allied Ministers of Education in
London to call an international conference for the purpose of
organizing an institution for international co-operation in
educational and cultural matters, and they planned to call
the conference shortly after the meeting at San Francisco*
On August 1, 1945, a few weeks after the signing of
the United Nations Charter, the Allied Ministers released a
draft constitution of a permanent educational and cultural
organization for the United Nations. It was based on the London
Conference of 1944, and included with it were comments and
suggestions by the United States and other members of the
United Nations. These proposals formed the basis for dis-
cussion at the London Conference, which was scheduled to con-
vene the following November. Invitations v/ere sent to all
the governments of the United Nations urging them to send
delegates to the conference and to consider the creation of
the proposed organization.
There is one other point in this connection. The Amer-
ican delegation headed by Archibald MacLeish, former Librarian
of Congress, was composed of men and women who represented
various types of educational and cultural interests and who
represented our nation as a whole, rather than different
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group interests. Before leaving for London, five meetings
of the delegation were held in Washington. At these meetings
the delegations agreed upon certain issues which were bound
to arise in the sessions of the conference.
The success of the conference was due in a large part
to the careful preparation of the representatives of more
than 40 of the United Nations, and they were able to complete
their work in 16 days. Many nations v/ho took an active part
in the conference sent their Ministers of Education as chair-
men of their delegations, many of vi/hom were men and v/omen of
outstanding ability in education, science, and cultural fields.
The name of the new organization as it emerged from the
London Conference in November, 1945, had the word scientific
added to the title. The word scientific was introduced into
the title by the Honorable Archibald MacLeish. It is of in-
terest to note that when the conference had been called to
meet, it did so with the Intention of discussing educational
and cultural needs only.
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There were observers from the following international
organizations
;
League of Nations Secretariat
League of Nations Committee on Intellectual Cooperation
International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation
Pan-American Union'
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration^
Two draft constitutions were placed before the conference.
One was prepared by the Allied Ministers of Education with the
assistance of the United States Department of State, and the
other was prepared by the French Government. In addition, pro-
posals were received from national and international organiza-
tions concerned with education, science, and culture. Five






(Title, Preamble, Purpose and Principal
Functions
)
(General Structure of the Organization)
(Executive Board and Secretariat)
(Relations v/ith Economic and Social
Council and other international
organizations; also the question of
the seat of the Organization
(The Interim Commission. This Com-
mission was later changed to that of
the Preparatory Commission)^
The two principal documents v/hich emerged from the con-
ference v;ere the Constitution of the United Nations Education-
al, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the Instrument
Establishing a Preparatory Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization. The main function of the Preparatory Commission
^Ibid
., p. 12
^What is Unesco? 0£. clt .
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was to bring UlIESCO into being as soon as the constitution
of the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization was ratified by 20 United Nations, and to make
the necessary preparations for the First General Conference
of the Organization. An Executive Comittee of 15 members
was established as v/ell as a technical sub-committee to pre-
pare a report on the xirgent problems of educational, scienti-
fic and cultural reconstruction in the countries devastated
by the v/ar* The Information was to be placed before the first
session of the General Conference*
The London Conference adopted the follov;ing resolutions;
The seat of the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization shall be in
Paris
•
This resolution shall not in any way affect
the right of the General Conference to make
decisions in regard to this matter by a two-
thirds majority. "7
The establishment of UNESCO brought and kept together
delegates from the United Nations for the purpose of creating
an organization which would put learning and thought behind
the United Nations for the maintenance of v/orld peace. The
meeting of so many minds and the mutual appreciation and
understanding among the representatives of so many nations is
one hopeful sign of success in building the "defenses of peace
in the minds of men”
7pid
., p* 8
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CHAPTER V
UKITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL
SCIENTIFIC A1\D CULTURAL ORGAiaZATION
The Organization for Intellectual Cooperation of the
League of Nations made an endeavor to provide ways and means
for international collaboration in cultural matters, hut a
nearer approach to the establishment of such an institution
was the International Bureau of Education foujided in Geneva
in 1925, The United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization is the most complete fulfillment of
an international organization not only for education and
culture but for science as well. The manner in which this
neviT organization plans to develop and maintain mutual under-
standings and appreciations of the peoples of the world and
to secure international co-operation in the important fields
of common interest is the purpose of this, the last chapter.
AII'.IS AND PURPOSES OP UNESCO
The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization, most commonly referred to as UNESCO, is one of
the Specialized Agencies recognized by the General Assembly
of the United Nations with permanent headquarters in Paris.
The United Nations has dedicated its activities to the main-
tenance of world peace by trying to reconcile the immediate
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conflicting political and economic interests of nations. One
of its activities, the job of helping each and every citizen
to understand the problems of building the peace and to use
his personal energies toward solving them has been assumed
by UIJESCO. If peace is not to fail, people everywhere must
understand each other, and, above all, must have confidence
in each other and it. It is Ul'IESCO’s province to develop
cooperative attitudes and mutual understanding which will
animate the quest for peace.
It v/as to this end that the London Conference, directed
its efforts, and it accepted as the basic principle of all
its work that it is possible for mankind to use the instru-
ments which, at present, are available to promote world
peace through mutual trust and understanding. This view is
best expressed in the Preamble to the Constitution:
...since wars begin in the minds of men, it
is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace
must be constructed:
that Ignorance of each other’s ways and lives
has been a common cause, throughout the history
of mankind, of that suspicion and mistrust between
the peoples of the world through which their dif-
ference have all too often broken into war:l
It is, therefore, to combat ignorance and the mistrust
that ignorance breeds, that UNESCO was created. It aims to
remove them by attacking them at the source, the individual
mind. It aims to remove the Ignorance upon which fear and
^
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suspicion thrive and to replace it with knowledge and under-
stand! ng.
The method by which UNESCO hopes to accomplish its
purpose is through collaboration with other private organiza-
tions and agencies whose aims and purposes are similar to
those of UNESCO. This goes to show that UNESCO is not likely
to become either a national or international bureaucracy*
It does not aim to build up a large central staff to carry
out its program, but, on the other hand, it plans to depend
on schools, churches, radio networks, motion pictures, etc.,
to execute plans formed under its advice. In this v/ay the
program of Ul^CO is not confined to a few intellectuals
such as the Organization for Intellectual Cooperation of the
League of Nations but, instead, it plans to seep down into
the minds of the rank and file of the people. The scope of
UlTESCO is not limited to the particular references of its
title. In the United States Delegation’s report on the
London Conference appeared this statement:
The United States Delegation wishes to make it
a matter of formal record that the new Organization
to function not only in the fields specifically
mentioned in the title but in all fields useful to
the development of international understanding, ... .^
Article I (Purposes and Function) states that the over-
all purpose of Ul^SCO is ”to contribute to peace and security
by promoting collaboration among the nations through educa-
2”the defenses of peace”. Part II, o£. cit ., p. 13
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tion, science and culture" The functions through which it
proposes to achieve this purpose are three; first, the ad-
vancement of mutual knov/ledge and understanding of peoples
throughout the world hy means of mass communication such as
the radio, the press, and the motion pictures; second, the
promotion of popular education by collaborating with member
states, at their request, in the development of their educa-
tional activities; third, the co-operation v/ith member states
in the conservation and protection of the world's inheritance
of books, works of art, monuments of history and science, and
in the diffusion of knowledge among the nations in all branches
of intellectual activity*
In other words, UNESCO is an organization which pro-
poses to collaborate with member nations through the media
of mass communication, the instruments of popular education,
and through the maintenance and diffusion of all kinds of
knowledge to advance the mutual understanding of the peoples
of the world*
HOW UNESCO WORKS
UNESCO is a grass-roots organization. It functions,
to a large extent, as a stimulator of specific programs which
will be carried out by private agencies and other official
3"the defenses of peace". Part I, o£.* cit p. 14.
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groups, and it acts as a great international clearing house
and co-ordinating center for all knowledge in certain def-
inite fields of interest. The policies and projects which
are approved are put into effect through the Executive Board,
the Secretariat, member governments. National Commissions
and through private or non-governmental agencies.
The Executive Board . The Constitution of UNESCO pro-
vides for an Executive Board to be elected by the General
Conference which is empov/ered to meet in regular session at
least twice a year. It must assume responsibility for the
execution of the program adopted by the General Conference
and, in addition, it has the responsibility of preparing the
agenda and programs of work of the General Conference. The
Executive Board members for 1948 are as follows:
Dr. Edward R. Walker (Australia) - Chairman
Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan (India) - Vice-chairman
Professor Alf Somraerfelt (Norway) - Vice-chairman
Dr. S tan i lav/ Arnold (Poland)
M. Pierre Auger (France)
Professor Paulo Carneiro (Brazil)
Dr. Benjamin Carrion (Ecuador )
Professor Chen Yuan (China)
H. E. Victor Dore (Canada)
M. Resat Nurl Guntekin (Turkey)
H. E. Dr. Manuel Martinez Baez (Mexico)
Sir John Maud (United Kingdom)
Dr. Jan Opocensky (Czechoslovakia)
H. E. Dr. C. Parra Perez (Venezuela)
Professor Alex Photiades (Greece)
H. E. Shafik Ghorbal Bey (Egypt)
Dr. George D. Stoddard (U.S.A.)
M. Louis Verniers (Belgiura)"^
^UNESCO Courier, February, 1948. Page 2, Column 4
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The General Conference . The Constitution of UNESCO
provides for a General Conference. It is authorized to de-
termine the policies of the organization, to summon inter-
national conferences, to make reports to member nations, and
to request reports from them. In addition, it advises the UN
on educational, scientific, and cultural matters which con-
cern UNESCO.
The Secretariat . The Constitution provides for a
Secretariat under the leadership of a Director-General,
chief administrative officer of the organization. The staff
is appointed by the Director-General subject to approval by
the General Conference. In order to secure the highest stan-
dards of integrity, efficiency, and technical competence,
appointment of staff members is made on as wide a basis as
possible. It is through the Secretariat that experts are
assigned, channels of informational research are co-ordinated,
and the necessary committees are set up. The Secretariat is
divided into 8 sections: Education, Natural Science, Philosophy
and Humanistic Studies, Arts and Letters, Libraries, Museums,
and the Mass Media of press, film, and radio.
The National Commissions . Article VII^ recommends that
...National Commissions or national co-operating bodies,
where they exist, shall act in an advisory capacity to
their respective delegations to the General Conference
and to their Governments in matters relating to the
Organization and shall function as agencies of liason
in all matters of interest to it.
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National Comraissions have been set up in 26 member
states as follows: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil. China, Columbia, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Prance, Haiti, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Lebanon,
Mexico, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norv/ay, Peru, the
Philippines, Poland, United Kingdom, United States, and
Venezuela
•
They are the official liason agencies created by
governments through which UNESCO is able to get support for
its program and to secure the co-operation of organizations
and individuals throughout the world. They bring together
leaders who are outstanding in the fields of education,
science, and culture, to advise the governments, and they
act as links between the individual nations and UNESCO.
Bureau of. the Budget and Administration . This
Bureau prepares a detailed budget for all activities for
the coming year which includes estimates for the separate
sections, services, and comprehensive projects.
The budget for 1947
Natural Sciences |l, 174, 375





Arts and Letters 340,155
Education 291,286
Fundamental Education 259,965
Philosophy & Hiunanisitc Studies .... 233,747
Museums 110, 574
Total Operating Estimates ^5,192,749 (5)
5 United States National Commission for UNESCO,






























Cultural Interchange f530, 237
Social and Human Relations ii,o327,336
Natural Sciences ••••••.••••••••••••••• $918,926 (6)
Total $4,959,813
The budget was fixed at $7,682,637, and, since the allocations
netted a sum of $4,959,813, a sum of $2,000,000 was left for
administrative purposes, for the Third General Conference, and
for the work of the Executive Board as well as for other activ
ities v/hich, in them.selves, are not directly in line with the
execution of the projects within the program*
Bureau of Personnel , The scheme of classification
for all posts in the Secretariat is the purpose of the Bureau
of Personnel. It makes for better balance between sections
and for greater vinlformity in methods of operation.
Bureau of the Comptroller , A Bureau of Comptroller
has also been set up. This, together with the above-mentioned
Bureaus of Budget and of Personnel, constitute the three
offices required for efficient service.
Private or Non-Governmental Agencies , UNESCO does not
and cannot act alone. Article XI in UNESCO *s Constitution
makes provision for co-operation with provate or non-govern-
mental organizations whose activities have something in
common with the Organization. It also makes provision for
^UNESCO Courier, February, Page 1, Column 4.
"^’’the defenses of peace". Part I, 0£. cit ., p, 20. .
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these organizations to undertake certain specified tasks.
These provisions make it possible for the greatest amount of
^
interchange with those organizations that have functioned
successfully since the end of the last v;ar.
PROJECTS OP UNESCO
The first thing to be borne in mind in this connec-
tion is that Ul'IESCO is not in itself a relief organization,
but it will do everything within its power to help to organ-
ize assistance wherever it is possible and to aid those
countries whose educational, scientific, and cultural institu-
tions have been destroyed in the course of the war. Its aid
is not limited to these countries alone. It will aid any
which, upon request, sincerely wishes to improve these
institutions
Since this thesis is devoted to a study of the import-
ance and development of international organization for educa-
tion, no full account of UNESCO and its activities will be
given, however, the high-lights of U^lESCO’s projects for 1947
and 1948 should be mentioned.
Before proceeding any further, it should be pointed out
that the Preparatory Commission made an attempt to formulate
a UNESCO philosophy, and at one time plans were actually made
for a general discussion of the subject at the First General
Conference. It was not carried out because some of the mem.bers
were far-sighted enough to see that such a discussion v/ould
. bemoB(|3 fiJtBctieo aafoii'iebnij od- saoIctBs.ias^'io aaoxlct
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be harmTul. Any attempt at formulation at that time would
result in conflicts of ideology, and a discussion would do
more harm than good. In spite of the diversity of back-
ground of the delegates, they were able to agree upon a
very wide range of projects as long as they were practical
and concrete.
It is true that practice and action imply theory
and principle. But UNESCO has so far been content to
leave these implications largely unexplored and un-
formulated, They may perhaps in time be given explicit
theoretical and philosophical formulation, but that
time is assuredly not now, 8
The First General Conference decided that this organ-
ization should devote its attention to 4 comprehensive or
UNESCO-v/ide projects: Reconstruction and Rehabilitation,
Fundamental Education, Education for International Understand-
ing, and the Hylean Amazon Institute, These comprehensive
projects were chosen because they would Involve all or most
of UNESCO’s 8 subject fields: Education, Natural Sciences,
Social Sciences, Philosophy and Humanistic Studies, Arts and
Letters, Libraries, Museums, and the Media of Mass Communica-
tion, In this way UlTESCO would remain a large organization
because it would have 4 main fields to cover instead of only
1 or 2,
In reviev;ing UNESCO’s program for 1947 and 1948, I
shall use the same plan as that of the Director-General in
his report to the Second General Conference in Mexico City
® Julian Huxley, Report of the Director General on the
Activities of the Organization in 194TI (Lake Success:
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion), p, 12,
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in November of that year. The following order will be used;
First, the comprehensive projects involving all or most of
UNESCO’s subject fields; Second, the centralized units ser-
vicing the programme; Third, the activities of the sections
dealing with the various separate fields with which UNESCO
is concerned.
FOUR COMPREHENSIVE PROJECTS
I. RECONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION
1. Campaign for Rehabilitation . During 1948 the
United States voluntary agencies plan to spend over
^80,000,000 on help for educational institutions in 21
war-devasted countries. During 1947 similar United Ststes
aid topped the sum of E|i;80, 000, 000, while |;62,000,000 was
raised in 1946.
The American Commission for International Education
Reconstruction (CIER), formed in 1946, left no stone unturned
to aid UNESCO’s campaign, and it was able to contribute
4)72,000,000 for educational reconstruction, contributed from
the United States. It printed 50,000 copies of a pamphlet
prepared by UNESCO to assist that organization in its cam-
paign for gifts and funds. It put forward a plan making it
possible for graduation classes to make contributions for
the benefit of school children in v;ar-devasted areas, and
the plan yielded approximately ^10,000.
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The Council for Education in World Citizenship (British)
collected 13,000 for educational reconstruction. Part of this
sum was spent in collaboration with UlTESCO to purchase micro-
film, reading apparatus, and other educational aids.
Canada contributed over 2,000 tons of all kinds of
educational equipment.
The Encyclopedia Britannica presented 300 sets of ency-
clopedias to war-damaged countries.
This list of donations is by no means complete, but it
will serve to illustrate how governments, foundations, and
other civic-minded organizations have responded to UNESCO's
world-wide campaign to provide funds, gifts, and services in
the educational reconstruction of the war-devasted countries.
2 . Temporary International Council for Educational
Reconstruction . The first UNESCO-v/ide project was successful
in the formulation of the Temporary International Council for
Education (TICER), an international body which is concerned
with the reconstruction of the war-devasted countries. It is
composed of international voluntary organizations as v;ell as
national organizations v/ho are interested in reconstruction.
The structure of the Council is so arranged to assure the
independence of each member organization. The work of the
Council is twofold: First, to provide a framework within
which the efforts of these non-governmental organizations
this field can be developed to the fullest possible extent by
means of common planning and close co-operation; Second, to
'q-^A'lsaasiyiC* 51 ft-£ nalJBCiiJDu *10'^ l.tonuoZ e&£
ell'J- lo .ftc^Jid-ou-idariooe*! Isnoi:}fl-if/5e nco5 OCO^c;! Dt'd-oeIXoo
-o*iQiD eeBdo'tjtfq oct' OOS^O rlil\t ixoIJB'iodBlIoo ni d(i©Q3 sbw ri/a
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provide a center through which national efforts can be co-
ordinated v/ith UNESCO’ s international recons tructional cam-
-aign. National Councils are being established for education-
al, scientific, and cultural reconstruction to serve the same
co-ordination purpose on 'the national plane,
3. Short Term Projects . The Second General Conference
at Mexico City decided that UNES.CO take on certain short term
tasks to afford early relief to the nations whose educational
scientific, and cultural institutions have suffered badly as
a result of the war. A short term task of importance was
the collection of information on the damage and losses to
museums, monuments, and sites in the war-devasted areas of
the aorld. The slow gathering of this information has result-
ed in a careful mapping of these areas and in a comparative
evaluation of losses and damages as a basis for securing aid
v/herever it is needed.
Among the projects undertaken in this connection is
the immediate purchase of books, educational material, and
scientific equipment according to the funds made available
for this purchase. Other projects v^ill take for form of
suggestions to teachers, librarians, and museum authorities
in an effort to solve some of the educational and cultural
problems resulting from total war.
4. Youth Service Camps . UNESCO has assisted the
f
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Camp Organization as follov/s :
The International Youth Hostels Association
for a camp at Cauterets ( Ha'utes -Pyrenees ), France;
The Service Civil International (composed of
several co-operating agencies ) , for one camp located
at Boussu-Bois in Belgium, and another at Lucimia,
and
The World Federation of Democratic Youth, for a
camp aT“Llciice, czechoslovalcia .9
In assisting the educational programme of these Youth
Service Camps, UNESCO has the unique privilege of meeting the
youth of many nations who are working in an international
enterprise, and v/ho will later he in a position to influence
public opinion.
5. Book Coupon Scheme . In order to make the foreign
purchase of hooks easier, UNESCO has created a Book Coupon
Scheme. It is, more or less, a method of securing funds on
an international scale, and it is designed principally to
help ’soft’ currency countries obtain publications from ’hard’
currency countries. This scheme has been developed into a
practical plan, and it is almost ready to be put into opera-
tion on an experimental basis. During the experimental period,
UNESCO will not only act as the agency issuing the book coupons,
but it will make available for the introduction of the Book
Coupon Scheme a ’hard’ currency reserve of 1^1000,000. Because
of this limited amount, the number of countries participating
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During the experimental period, UEESCO will also accept
payment from the distributing agencies for the book coupons
in one of the three UNESCO currencies, French francs, pounds
sterling, or United States dollars.
The way the Book Coupon Scheme will work may be
summarized in five principal steps;
UNESCO issues Book Coupon to national distributing
agency. No payment is made.
National distributing agency sells coupons to indi-
vidual or institution for local currency.
National distributing agency transfers equivalent
of local currency to UlTESCO in. either francs, ster-
ling or dollars.
Individual purchaser of coupons uses them as a
cheque to pay for books bought abroad.
Bookseller receiving coupons presents them to
UNESCO and is paid in his national currency,
minus discount to UNESCO for upkeep of scheme. 10
UNESCO’s 1948 funds for education and reconstruction
will provide the money for this free distribution, and it will
make the final decision as to whether or not the project
should be continued on a permanent basis.
6. National Exchange Centres . The proposal that
National Exchange Centres be set up in the war-devasted areas
to assist in the more adequate distribution of educational,
scientific and cultural literature met with approval at the
Second General Conference at Mexico City. Since that time
two National Exchange Centres have been set up in the United
States and the United Kingdom, and they have been able to
IONESCO Courier, September, 1948, Page 8, Column 4.
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send large quantities of books to the war-damaged libraries
throughout the world. TIGER with tht» co-operation of Ul^SCO
was able to create a French National Exchange Centre which
has begun to operate, and it is hoped that other such centres
will be set up in the future. UNESCO is of the opinion that
there are other countries who have large quantities of books
and periodicals which could be made available to war-devasted
areas, if organizations for collection and distribution could
be established. It must be borne in mind that these centres
are not under the supervision of UNESCO, but UNESCO’s
Clearing House will co-operate with these establishments in
all their endeavors
.
UNESCO will assist these centres in negotiation for
the reduction or elimination of import duties and in the
reduction of transportation costs for books and for other
materials. The forty Member States were asked to take the
initial step in this direction by the reduction of tariffs
and to co-operate in setting up their own Exchange Centres.
FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION
The definition of the purpose of Fundamental Education
proved to be no easy task. After a meeting of experts from
9 countries held at UNESCO House in April 1947, they were
able to arrive at a tentative definition.
There had been a tendency, when the term
’Fundamental Education’ was first coined, to
regard it as no more and no less than a campaign
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against illiteracy, but it soon became clear that
the skills of reading and writing were only of value
as a means to a wider end. This v/ider aim of
Fundamental Education has now been defined - ’to
help men and women to live fuller and happier lives
in adjustment with their changing environment, to
develop the best elements of their own culture, and
to achieve the economic and social progress v/hich
v/ill enable them to take their place in the modern
world.' 'Fundamental Education should thus be
designed to provide a first step to further education.’ ll
In many regions of the globe, many communities are
living at a bare subsistence level- underhoused, underfed,
and underslothed , Their agriculture has not risen above
that type of civilization v/hich still continues to use the
hand-hoe or wooden plov/. If Fundamental Education can be
applied to underprivileged groups to rid them of disease,
to improve their agriculture, and to help people to live a
fuller and more productive life, it will go far in making
an important contribution to world discovery. In order to
make such a program v/ork, UNESCO has realized the import-
ance of co-operating with the Viforld Health Organization (WHO)
and the Food and Agricultural Orgainzation (FAO), two special-
ized agencies of the United Nations.
1, Pilot Projects , In order to test the practical
application of Fundamental Education, UNESCO, at the invi-
tation of the governments concerned, established, in 1947,
three Pilot Projects in Haiti, China, and British East Africa
( Ni^asaland ) . In 1948, a fourth Pilot Project was established
^^John 5ov;ers, "Fundamental Education, " UNESCO CoLirier^
(February, 1948), Page 4, Column 1.
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in the Cuzco area of Peru, and the British East Africa Project
was extended to include Tanganyika. A UljESCO consultant is
^
assigned to work with a group of local experts in the practical
application of new methods or ideas in P'undaraental Education
to communities typical of conditions in the regions involved.
The Haiti Pilot Project . The Haiti Pilot Project is
concerned with a 50 square mile area of the Marbial Valley
in southern Haiti, affecting 30,000 people of a rural and
backward community. The purpose of the project is to try out
the most advanced techniques of Fundamental Education, test
new educational materials (improved text-books, visual and
oral aids), and use education to raise social, economic and
health levels. It plans to aid in the establishment of a
Teacher Training Centre to train school teachers and adult
and community education workers. UNESCO and the WHO are work-
ing together in sanitary engineering and in an effort to elim-
inate endermic diseases. In addition, it also works in co-
operation with the FAO in running model farms, in stressing
mountain-side cultivation, and in the rotation of crops.
The region is well suited for the experiment in
Fundamental Education because of widespread illiteracy, over
population, tropical diseases, primitive agriculture, and soil
erosion. The population is eager for education and schooling.
I The East African Project . This Pilot Project plans
during the first tiiree years to concentrate its efforts on
the Mponela area in Nyasaland, a region of 100 square miles.
1
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Later, the project is to be extended to cover a wider sphere
because the scheme is planned for five years. This region is
a typical African rural community v;ith fertile land which
grows all the food needed, including a money crop.
The purpose of the project is to raise the social,
economic, and educational level of a representative African
tribal community which relies on a predominately agricultural
economy. Particular stress is being laid not only on a
general raising of the standard of living but the rudiments
of sound community planning, the quality of agriculture and
animal husbandry, the encouragement of arts, crafts, and
recreational activities without impairing the culture of
this African community. Other features of the project in-
clude the establishment of a community library, museum, and
art center, and a survey on the possibility of rural indus-
trial development.
The British Government has launched a scheme for the
mechanised production of groundnuts, and UNESCO has been
requested to co-operate in its educational and welfare aspects.
This program of Fundamental Education will be treated as a
comparative experiment with the tribal development scheme.
Pilot Project in China . This project was begun in
1948 under the leadership of Dr. James Yen, the distinguished
head of the Chinese Mass Education Movement. China in co-
operating with UNESCO is trying out new methods in bringing
a minimum of education to the people of China.
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Pilot Pro.iect in Peru « The Second General Conference
approved a nev/ Pilot Project for 1948, and the area in which
this project was to be carried out was to be decided by the
executive Board* Upon the invitation of the Government of
Peru, it was decided that the new project be carried out in
the Cuzco area of Peru*
The significant progress in the Pilot Projects sponsored
jointly by UNESCO and the governments concerned are bringing a
basic education to under-privileged people in China, East Africa,
Haiti, and Peru*
2* Clearing House in Fundamental Education * One of the
most important functions of UlTESCO is to keep workers in touch
with the latest developments in other areas and to keep them
informed with the most advanced technical advice and information
all around the world* The next few months the main concern of
the Clearing House in Fundamental Education is to collect data,
list all fundamental educators in all Member States, and note
all the work to be done in this field* The Clearing House is
interested in technical development information not superficial
or popular, which means that original sources have to be obtained
wherever it is possible. It is hoped that by the end of the
year that the Clearing House will be able to make available all
that which has been collected*
3* Bulletin of Fundamental Education . UNESCO will publish
in January, the first issue of a quarterly Bulletin of Fund-
amental Education* It will be given wide circulation in UI'IESCO’s
working languages with free rights of translation*
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III. INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING
Mr. Lyman Bryson, Professor of Education at Col'omUia
university and UNESCO’s Chief Consultant to the Columbia Broad-
casting Company on International Education has performed a
great service in this field. Through his able leadership this
organization has conducted a thoimgh investigation into the
tension which have affected International understanding. In
addition, he engineered an investigation regarding the types
of institutions which militate against aggression, and the
results that can be hoped for through these institutions.
UNESCO’s activities which were undertaken in this field
are as follows;
(1) an analysis of current methods in schools and
colleges
;
(2) a summer seminar for teachers...
(3) a study of materials and techniques for use in
adult education classes;
(4) assistance to international relations clubs in
schools, colleges, and youth organizations;
(5) examination of textbooks from the member states
to reach a set of principles and a methos of
their textbooks and other teaching materials;
(6) a survey of the conditions under which the
exchange of persons v/ill aid understanding, in
collaboration with the United Nations and other
agencies
(6) a survey of the conditions under which the exchange
of persons will aid understanding, in collaboration
with the United Nations and other agencies;
(7) a drive to secure fellowships, scholarships, and
travel-grants for the exchange of teachers, students,
and research workers;
(8) research into the possibilities of setting up
international study centers with one or more of
them under the direct supervision of UNESCO. 12
12 United States National Commission for UN'ESCO.
UNESCO and YOU
, (V/ashington : D.C., 1948) p. 9.
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IV. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TEE HYLEAN AivlAZON
None of the projects sponsored by UNESCO has attracted
more attention than the International Institute of the Hylean
Amazon (IIHA). It is a broad program of study on a large scale,
and it is concerned with a region of great forests of untapped
resources extending from the Andes Mountains to the Atlantic
Ocean, and from the Orinoce River to the Highlands of Brazil.
It derives its name from German explorer Humboldt who called
it Hylea over 150 years ago. It embraces one-third of the con-
tinent of South America, and it involves 7 soverign states and
3 European dependencies (the Guianas).
The Confej?ence which established the International
Institute of the Hylean Amazon Institute was convened by UNESCO
and the Governments of Brazil and Peru at Iquitos, Peru, from
April 30 to May 10, 1948. Its aims are to encourage and carry
out scientific studies which are directed toward a greater
knowledge and understanding of tropical nature and of man's
relation thereto, and to co-operate in the practical develop-
ment of the region. The scope of the program includes both
the natural and social sciences, and the Hylean Amazon region
offers unusual opportunities for research in these fields.
Some of the projects outlined could be carried out imm.ediately,
others will take many years of patient toil.
The seat of the IIHA is located at Manaus, Brazil.
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to maintain relations between their respective governments
and the Institute. In addition, they were expected to en-
courage the study and development of their own national sec-
tions in accordance with the integrated v/ork program of the
Institute for the whole region.
The Iquitos Conference also established an Interim
Commission to function until the first session of the Council
of the Institute which is expected to take place sometime
during the first half of the coming year.
At the close of the current year, UNESCO will have
concluded its role in bringing the International Institute
of the Hylean Amazon into being, and since that role v/as one
of preparation, it will conclude as soon as possible and
practicable an agreem.ent with Ul'IESCO.
UNESCO’S CENTRAL SERVICES
I. Ul'TESCO’S DOCUMENTARY LIBRARY
UNESCO's Documentary Library was established at the
First General Conference at Paris, and it set to v/ork immedi-
ately. There has been a steady increase in the volinne of
books, pamphlets, periodicals, and other literature which has
been received, catalogued, and loaned. A valuable collection
of books received from the former Organization for Intellectual
Cooperation under the terms of an agreement with the United
Nations proved to be of tremendous importance. They were
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donated to the Library v/hen the League of Nations was dissolved.
Ll^ESCO, in return, has promised to deal with the requests for
publications to the former Organization for Intellectual
Cooperation, of which a goodly number still exists. This
Library is gradually becoming known throughout the v/orld not
only for specialists on the UNESCO staff but for workers out-
side of the organization as well.
II. CENTRAL INFORMATION SERVICE
A Central Information Service was established in connec-
tion with the Documentation Library. When the several sections
of UNESCO have completed work in one form or another, it is to
be expected that they will hand over their records and conclu-
sions willingly. Plans are being made for the co-ordination
of all enquiries to UNESCO by Member States as well as other
organizations to insure maximum uniformity, economy, and
avoidance of duplication. UUESCO hopes to build up a word
register of workers, institutions, and activities in the
selected fields of education, science, and culture.
III. UNESCO’S STATISTICAL SERVICE
Article Xll3 states that careful and detailed co-
ordination between the Statistical Services of the UN and
those of the Statistical Services be maintained. Plans
^^”the defenses of peace," Part I, 0£. cit . , p. 20.
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have been made to secure a statistician from UN to organ-
ize UNESCO’s own Statistical Services in a manner both ade-
quate to meet LUTESCO's needs, and fully co-ordinated with
the statistical work of the UN and of the other Specialized
Agencies
.
IV. OTHER UNESCO CENTRAL ACTIVITIES
A detailed plan has been dravvfn up for the co-ordina-
tion of this organization’s work with Fellov/ships and
Scholarships. In addition to this, another central service
for the exchange of persons was set up in Ul'IESCO House with
a director.
At the request of the Economic and Security Council,
UNESCO set up an internal committee to deal v/ith the problem
of translation of the classics, with a view to better under-
standing between cultures, and to provide a foundation for
world culture.
A consultant on copyright together with a Committee of
Experts was selected to draw up a plan for a v/orld conference
on the subject.
UNESCO’S EIGHT SUBJECT FIELDS
I. EDUCATION
1. Adult Education . An International Conference of
Leaders in Adult Education sponsored by UNESCO will be held
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and correspondence with leaders of the former V/orld Associa-
tion for Adult Education and the promoters of the Interna-
tional P’ederation of Workers Educational Associations, UlffiSCO
has been able to collect invaluable information on Adult
Education. All this material v/ill be put to the greatest
advantage in the preparation of the proposed International
Conference of Leaders in Adult Education. The 1948
Conference is planned to bring to light all those opportun-
ities of increasing international understanding tlrirough
adult educational organizations for the promotion of peace.
Lists of books, experts, and educational materials as
well as new methods in the Adult Education field has been
collected by UKESCO and sent, on request, to governments.
2. Co-operation with International Voluntary Qrgan j:
izations . UIIESCO has established co-operation v;ith a large
number of International organizations in the field of educa-
tion, particularly with teachers' organizations. Members of
UNESCO's staff has attended conferences of the most important
of these organizations. Some of them are;
The International Student Service,
The International Federstion of Secondary School Teachers,
The International Federation of Teachers' Associations,
The Viforld Organization of the Teaching Profession,
The International Association of University Professors
and Lecturers,
and other organizations prominent in this field.
^^Report of the Activities of the Organization in 1947,
op . clt
., p. 47.
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3. Co-operation with the Interratlonal Bureau of
Education . On February 18, 1947 UNESCO signed a formal agree-
ment with the International Bureau of Education for’ a pro-
visional period of one year. Close co-operation between the
two Organizations in the field of educational survey and
information has developed. The Joint Committee of the two
Organizations planned the program and organization of the
Tenth Annual Conference on Public Education held in Geneva
in 1947. The Executive Board recommended to the Second
General Conference that the provisional period be prolonged
for a further period of 12 months, and the recommendation
was approved. Again, as in 1947, both Organizations planned
the program and organization of the Eleventh Annual Confer-
ence on Public Education which was held in Geneve last June.
Through the common planning of educational activities common
to both Organizations, UNESCO has been able to benefit from
.the experience of the International Bureau of Education
tiirough 25 years of valuable service.
4. Educational Seminars .
1. Seminar in Sevres, France. The educational seminar
held in Sevres, France brought nearly 100 educational leaders
from countries all over the world. Having few precedents to
guide its work, it succeeded in going a long way towards mak-
ing education a constructive force for international under-
standing. Its members carried back to their educational
colleagues new ideas which proved to be helpful to educa-
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tional committees who were formulating educational policies.
It directed its attention on two things: (1) ways and means
of developing world-mindedness in the educational s^/steras of
the Member States; and (2) the effect on the growth and adjust-
ment of adolescents as a result of the influences in cultural
environment • of various countries.
It is interesting to note some of the results of the
Seminar. One of the results of the study on curriculum
improvement 7iras a revision of the Social Studies in Wales.
It was brought about by Interest stimulated by the Wales
participant who was appointed chairman of the revision com-
mittee in that country. Sweden, influenced by her seminar
participant, appointed a committee on curriculum reform for
the elementary schools. Then, the ’’Radiodiffusion Prancaise”
scheduled a weekly broadcast entitled. Children of Other Lands .
The scripts used for this activity were prepared and sometimes
recorded by children of other lands. The publication of
material from the Senimar made for every national area represent-
ed at Sevres. There were a large number of requests for speak-
ing engagements by educational and civic organizations for
people who participated. All these resulted in curricula
revlsionand improvement of methods in education. The members
found it impossible to study in detail certain related prob-
lems, and UNESCO decided to study 4 of them at seminars to be
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Seminar in London. UlLESCO's Seminar in Teacher
Education was held at Ashbridge Park, within 30 miles of
London, from July through August 25. The educators who attend-
ed were asked to bring an account on the training of teachers
in their respective countries. Ll'lESCO outlined, in advance,
the points to be included in each re^^sume. It covered inform-
ation on the institutions devoted to the training of teachers,
including the requirements for admission of teachers in the
different types of schools. It also directed its attention
to problems related to education for better international
understanding and to those factors affecting favorablj?- or
unfavorably the prospects of Improving teacher training.
3. Seminar in Garden City. Teaching about the United
Nations and its Special Agencies was the purpose of the Seminar
conducted at Adelphi College, Garden City, New York. It was
devoted to materials for instructing children up to 18 years
of age about the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies.
Each member who attended v/as asked to bring some particular
project to be developed in the work shop. Discussions regard-
the best methods of presenting the United Nations system to
children at the different age levels were carried on with
some degrees of success.
4. Seminar in Prague. The purpose of this Seminar was
to study certain aspects on childhood education. It directed
its attention to the study of how attitudes can be formed,
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developed to educate children for a world society. In addition,
the education of deficient children (physical, mental, and social
deficiencies), the problem of juvenile delinquency, the phycho-
ligical effects of the war on children, and the special diffi-
culties facing teachers in the education of these ch-ildren
were discussed.
5. Seminar in Caracus . In co-operation with the Pan
American Union, UNESCO sponsored a seminar to study the
educational problems in South America. These educators are
especially interested in child delinquency and its relation
to school attendance. Then, too, since the war, many projects
for educational reform have taken root, and this is an oppor-
tunity to discuss their educational value from a comparative
point of viev/.
Each of these seminars played an important role in
UNESCO’s program in that they aim at raising the general
level of education in the Member States, and at strengthening
the concept of a world society among the youth of all countries.
II . LIBRARIES
1. Reconstruction of Libraries. The public library
services of UNESCO has occupied an high place in the recon
struction of war-devasted countries. During 1947 much of
the work in the Libraries Field was, devoted to a survey on
public library needs which v/ere brought about by the war.
Under the leadership of Mr. Emerson Greenv/ay. Librarian of

Ill
the Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, and consultant on the
Libraries staff for two months, the whole of UNESCO’s 1000
volumes of medical books and periodicals have been distribut-
ed through UNESCO during the months of January, February,
and March of 1948. Fifteen libraries were the beneficiaries
of publications solicited through the Ul^ESCO Clearing House.
The literature was donated by the Army Medical Library of
Washington and the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine
Library, Nashville, Tennessee. The Book Coupon Scheme and
the National Exchange Centers have performed an invaluable
aid in the purchase and equitable distribution of foreign
books
2. Aid to Historical Itg.lian Libraries. Four histor-
ical Italian libraries closed and emptied during the war
are being restored by assistance from UNESCO. They are the
Biblioteca Hertziana, the former German Archaeological
Institute in Rome, and the former German Art-Historical
Institute Library in Florence. The International Union of
Institutes of Archaeology, History, and History of Art (Rome)
is the responsible authority and the Italian Government has
provided facilities for the work. Arrangements to proceed
with the work were made withe the Allied 'Control Authorities
because these libraries had been German property before the
v/ar
.
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3. Education for Librarians . Ever since the beginning
of World Vi/'ar librarians in all countries have been iso-
lated from their colleagues in other countries, and they have
been unable to benefit from the experiences of others. A pro-
gram is being Tt?orked out for the exchange of librarians and
travel grants. In September of 1948, UNESCO sponsored a
summer school for librarians to study the role of public
libraries and to develop means of furthering international
understanding through such institutions. It was sponsored by
the In;tQrnational Federation of Library Associations and the
professional library groups in the United Kingdom. Prominent
librarians from 21 countries were represented at the summer
school. Student librarians who attended heard the lectures
and took part in the discussions. In addition, they visited
libraries and exhibitions of equipment, and they were shown
documentary?- films. On September 20, the summer school v/as
transferred from Manchester to London in order that the students,
during the last week of the session, might be able to take part
in the second post-war meeting of the International Committee
of the International Federation of Library Associations.
4. International Library Pool . Ever since 1939,
periodicals have-not been able to get exact information regard-
ing the literary scene in other countries because editors were
at a loss to know where to find articles or how to contact
writers. The need has long been felt for some kind of system
of assistance by v;hich a literary review in some area or
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country enjoy the possibility of publishing articles by
writers in other countries. During 1947 the Secretariat
conducted preliminary enquiries as to how this project could
be accomplished and how a pool might best serve its purpose.
It soon became evident that such a pool was necessary, and
requests for information and articles were received from
sources in many different parts of the world. UNESCO was
able to serve as a liaison in providing a means for the
establishment of contacts when and where it is difficult to
obtain information which, in the long run, will contribute
to mutual understanding between nations and cultures.
5. Documentary Reproduction . A small equipment of
microfilm reading equipment has been set up in UNESCO Hous.e.
It is expected that as more room becomes available the exhibi-
tion will be built up as the nucleus of a documentary reproduc-
tion information centre. An informal agreement has been
reached with the Director of Libraries of the Kassachusetts
Institute of Technology, by which the Institute's Library and
Laboratories will undertake specific research and experimental
work in the development of documentary reproduction in co-
operation with UNESCO. A scheme is being launched for the
supply of film-strip projectors to schools in war-devasted
countries, as an experimental demonstration of international
co-operation in the use of visual aids and the use of films
for the projection of text-books. This scheme is being con-
ducted virlth the co-operation of the Council for Education
cXjC'
% >
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in Vi/orld Citizenship of Great Britain
III. NATURAL SCIENCES
1. Role in Scientific Research . There has been consider
able misunderstanding regarding the role of UNESCO in scien-
tific research, and it would be of help to point out the aim
of the Organization in regard to the matter. The Constitution
of UNESCO defines its role as follows;
...the Organization will maintain. Increase and diffuse
knowledge
;
by assuring the conservation and protection of the
world’s inheritance of books, works of art and monu-
ments of history and science, and recommending to the
nations concerned the necessary international conven-
tions;
by encouraging cooperation among the nations in all
branches of intellectual activity, including the inter-
national exchange of persons active in the fields of
education, science, and culture and the exchange of
publications, objects of artistic and scientific inter-
est and other materials of information;
by initiating methods of international cooperation
calculated to give the people of all countries access
to the printed and published materials produced by
any of them.^^
In order to fulfill these aims in the field of the
Natural Sciences, UNESCO has developed two methods;
(1) Grants -in-ald . A grant-in-aid is money given
to a non-governmental or international organization to carry
out a general programme of scientific research in line v/ith
UNESCO’s objectives.
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(2) Contracts. By tills method UNESCO makes payment to an
educational, scientific, or cultural organization for the
execution of a program at UNESCO's expense. Contracts may
he concluded with non-governmental organizations which have
been granted consultative status. Thus, it can be readily
understood that only under exceptional circumstances can
UNESCO's funds be donated.
2. Field Science Co-operation Offices . In 1946 the
Preparatorjr- Commission proposed the setting up of a system
of Field Science Co-operation Offices to maintain a more
effective contact between scientists and technologists in
parts of the world which are remote from the main centers of
research and from their colleagues as well. This proposal was
endorsed by both the First and Second General Conferences, and
three such offices were set up in 1947 as follov/s:
1* Latin America with headquarters at Rio de Janeiro,
2. Middle East with headquarters at Cairo, and
3. Far East with headquarters at Nanking#
The Office in Latin America will be closely co-ordinated
with the Kylean Amazon Institute. The Middle East Office has
been very successful in that it has been of service to scien-
tists in that area including Alexandria, Cairo, Teheran, and
Baghdad. The Far East Office has taken over UNRRA’s engineer-
ing education program in China which, incidentally, is invol-
ved in the supervision of §;2,000,000 worth of engineering
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ity of the United States. This Far East Office also serves
the Philippines. The South Africa Office is designed to
serve Burma, Thailand, and Indonesia. A fourth field Science
Co-operation Office was established in South Asia (India) in
April of the current year.
In establishing these Institutions it may be said that
they serve as a connecting link in supplying information re-
quired by the laboratories and research workers in the scienti-
fic' field all over the world.
3. International Scientific Organizations . Ever since
the latter part of the 19th century a net-work of non-govern-
mental international organizations has been developed. It is
known as an International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU),
and it federates a number of international bodies concerned
with different fields of science. It has succeeded in uniting
scientists and educators all over the world, and they have
contributed to the advancement of knowledge and to the mutual
understanding of peoples as well. These organizations have,
in the past, contributed much toward the achievement of UNESCO’s
major objectives, and, in order that these activities might
be able to continue with their work, UlUSSCO has given them
financial support in the form of grants-in-aid.
Under the terms of a formal agreement signed with the
ICSU, Ul'JESCO made numerous grants-in-aid through this body with
the result that
• • • special conferences have been held, younger
J ;v
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scientists have been able to travel to interna-
tional meetings (and there often to take part
in framing the adopting resolutions on the role
of science in maintaining peace), international
scientific laboratories have been helped to re-
cover their footing, and international stock-
rooms and collections have been established, in
all these ways facilitating that increase of
knowledge and international co-operation in
Intellectual activity and promotion of which is
especially enjoined on us by our Charter.l'^
The total amount of money which has, in agreement with UlIESCO,
been shared out by the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ISCU) amounted to $231, 519, The main types of
activities which have been promoted by these funds are as
follows:
(1) Grants to international scientific conferences
and symposia
(a) transportation expenses
(b) publication and correspondence expenses
Examples: International Commission on Optics
(Prague
)
International Congress of Cell
Biology (Stockholm)
(2) Travel Grants
Example: to a Chilean biologist to collaborate
with a French marine biological
laboratory
(3) Publication Grants
Example: the bulletin of the International Union
of Scientific Radio (world ionosphere
network)
(4) Aid to International Bureaus, collections, and
stock-4ooms
Examples: International Commission of Zoological
Nomenclature
International Bureau of Isostatic
Reductions (movements of the earth’s
crust
)
l^Report of the Director General on the Activities
of the Organization in 1947, ££., clt » p. 9
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International Centre of Type-
Culture Collections (preparation
of a world catalogue) of strains
of micro-organisms maintained and
available to scientists in all
countries
)
International Biareau of Physico-
Chemical Standards (Brussels)
(stock-room of pure substances not
commercially available)
(5) Aid to International Laboratories
Exatnple: International Zoological Station (Naples)
These grants permitted the undertaking of no less
than 143 separate projects in 1947, The travel of some
500 scientists on international work from nearly every
country in the world was brought about; 61 important
scientific meetings were made possible, and 79 publica-
tions, some serial, were assisted# The approximate
distribution between science was as follows: General
Science 18^ Physics, Astronomy and the Earth Sciences
30/b, and the Biological Science 59^#^°
UNESCO, in practically every case, is supporting the
international pooling of known data for the welfare of human-
ity, but it is not undertaking basic research itself#
IV. SOCIAL SCIENCES
1 • Tensions Affecting- International Understanding#
After a meeting of the Executive Board last April, a project
on the Tensions Affecting International Understanding was
initiated# Shortly afterward a Preliminary Outline of the p? o-
ject was proposed for strengthening the spirit of tolerance
ajnong nations, and it formed the basis of the study for the
proposed project# By the end of June, UNESCO brought to Paris
eight prominent social scientists to consider the causes of
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tional understanding. They agreed to the following items
1. V/ar is not necessary. This group of experts in
social science are convinced that there is no evidence to
Indicate that wars are necessary. They pointed out that
there are vital needs common to all men, and they must be
fulfilled in order to maintain peace.
...men everywhere v/ant to be free from hunger
and disease, from insecurity and fear; men every-
where want fellowship and the respect of their
fellowmen; the chance for personal growth and
development .1^
2o The problem of peace is none other than that of
keeping; down aggressions and of directing them into channels
that are socially and personally constructive so that man
will no longer exploit man.
5. In order to avoid aggressions that lead to war, man-
kind must plan the use of modern productive power and re-
sources so that there will be maximum social justice. In-
securities and economic inequalities which create group and
national conflicts are the source of tensions which have
wrongly led one group to see another group a menace.
4. Modern wars are fostered by many myths, traditions,
and symbols of national pride handed down from generation to
generation.
5. Parents and teachers find it difficult to recognize
the extent to which their own loyalties and attitudes acquired
19UNESCO Coiirler, (August, 1948), F. 3, Column 1
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at an early age and at a time v/hen conditions were so dif-
ferent are no longer adequate to serve as a guide in a modern
rapidly changing world* Education must do everything it can
to destroy national self-righteousness and to bring about a
more critical analysis of our own lives as well as other forms
of social life.
6* The development of modern means of swift communica-
tion which should be an asset to world solidarity Increases
the danger that distorted truth will reach a great many people
who are in no position to distinguish the true from the false.
Ivlass communication should prove to be a factor in keeping the
peace by encouraging an adequate understanding of people in
other countries.
7. The social scientists have come to the conclusion
that they know of no evidence which proves that one ethnic
group is inherently inferior to that of another* Neither
colonial exploitation nor oppression of minorities v;ithin a
nation is, in the long run, compatible with world peace.
8. Social scientists are still separated by national,
iedological and class differences which makes it difficult for
them to resist the emergence of pseudo-scientific theories
which have been exploited by political leaders for their own
ends •
9. Social scientists are unable to arrive at an ob-
jective point of vlev; when economic or political forces are
“ *1
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brought to bear upon the investigator and induce him to ac-
cept narrow, partisan views. Because of this, there exists
a need for a concentrated, financed, ^internat ional research
and educational program.
10. The eight social scientists experts recommended
the creation of an international university and a series of
world institutes of the social science under international
control. They believe that international scientific fact-
finding studies could contribute useful information concerning
the cultures of all nations and bring to light those tensions
Y/hich lead us into war.
11. The scientists v/ho have worked in the development
of the atomic and biological warfare are not personally
responsible for this great human curse. A constructive use
of these scientific developments will improve when mankind
takes upon itself the responsibility for understanding the
forces which work upon society?- both from within and from with-
out .
12. The boundaries betv;een the sciences are beginning
to break down because of the common challenge confronting
them. This being true, the social scientists can help make
clear to the people of all nations that the welfare of one
depends upon the welfare of all and that the world can be a
place where men should be able to live out their lives in peace.
2. International Manuals in Science. International
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manuals in the Social Sciences have been investigated, and
draft outlines have been prepared. Many international ex-
perts were consulted regarding the practicability and value
of factual text-books of this kind in general economics,
economics of vjorld trade, food and agriculture, and interna-
tional organization. The finding of these experts will be
placed before the Third General Conference for approval*
V. PrULOSOPHY Al'ID HUMANISTIC STUDIES
At the First Session of the General Conference and at
subsequent meetings and inquiry into the ori^ns of Human
Rights was incorporated into the prograjiime of UlSSCO. In
order to accomplish this task, it Y/as decided to ask phil-
osophers throughout the v/orld their opinion regarding Human
Rights and their development during the last century, and
v;bat, in their opinion, were the forces threatening those rights.
At the same time, the Human Rights Commission of the
United Nations was at v/ork drafting a universal bill of Human
Rights. The delegates to UNESCO’s First General Conference
recognized the fact that any project on Human Rights must
necessarily be carried on in relation to the Human Rights
Commission of the United Nations.
At the meeting of the Economic and Security Council of
the United Nations in January 1947, UN’ESCO representatives
made it offically knov/n that the Specialized Agency wanted to
assist in the project. Both organizations came to the same
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conclusion ~ that an international inquiry among thinkers
and philosophers was necessary in order to find out just
what agreement there was on the question, and to present
the information thus obtained to the Human Rigtist Commission
of the United Nations for their consideration in the prepara-
tion of the Bill of Human Rights* This was done and the
replies represented nearly all the world's national groups
and nearly all ideological approaches*
In July 1947, a UNESCO committee representing all
faiths and opinions met to study the information obtained, and
they prepared a manuscript for publication. It is expected
A
that it will be published some time this year in English,
French, and Spanish. It v/ill be published in other languages
at some later date*
The drawing up of an International Bill of Rights is
one of the most difficult tasks which the United Nations has
encountered* The chief stumbling block is the existence of
many schools of thought* The French philosopher Ivlaritain
maintains that agreement is possible if it is ^ven a pragmatic
rather than theoretical approach to make practical conclusions
acceptable to all parties as points of convergence in practice,
however opposed the theoretic viev/ points.
In dealing v/ith the Eiunan Rights from the point of view
of the philosopher he has the following to say: •
... 'Men, he says, are today divided ...
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a greater or lesser extent, explicitly reject
Natural Lav; as the basis of those rights.
124
Such an ideological contrast is irreducible
and no theoretical reconciliation is possible,
but if we follov; a practical viewpoint, we
have before us an entirely different picture,
where no theoretical simplification is any more
in question; then not only is agreement possi-
ble between the members of opposing philosophic
schools, but it must be said plainly that the
operative factors are... less the schools of
philosophy than currents of thoughts ...' 20
2. International Council for Philosophy and Humanistic
Studies . A 4-day conference at UIL&ISCO House in Paris has
been planned in September to study the setting up of an
International Council for Philosophy and Humanistic Studies
similar to that of the International Council of Scientific
Unions
.
3. Translation of the Classics . At the request of
the Economic and Security Council UNESCO set up an inter-
secretarial Translation Bureau which is concerned with
A. translation of the Classics (scientific and
philosophical as well as literary)
B. translation of contemporary literary works
Ul'IESCO’s Translation unit is seriously considering the
re-establishment of the Index Translation previously published
by the Organization for Intellectual Cooperation.
20uhesCO courier
,
(September, 1948) p. 3, Columns 4-5.
2lReport of the Director General on the Activities of
the Organization in 1947, 0£. cit . , p. 59.
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VI. ARTS Am) LETTERS
1. Reproduction Techniques .
Music . About 20 years ago the Institute for Intellec-
tual' Cooperation recognized that music, a form of human ex-
pression, could make a substantial contribution to internation-
al understanding. In order to preserve the original interpre-
tation of composers, it proposed the recording of music through
the field of Arts and Letters, UNESCO has taken up the work
where the ICC left off. It is developing a project for a world
catalogue of recorded music.
This project originated at the First General Conference,
and the Director General was instructed to survey the techni-
ques and methods of reproduction in music. This survey reported
before the Second General Conference that the techniques of
music reproduction have been highly developed, and UNESCO's
assistance was needed in making available recorded music to the
peoples of the world. The Director General was instructed to
prepare a catalogue of world music, listing music available in
•recorded form and music which should be recorded to supplem.ent
existing material. ’
In July of this year, a Committee of Experts met at UNESCO
House to work out methods to be adopted for collecting infor-
mation for the proposed catalogue. The National Commissions
and other international musical organizations will be asked to
assist in the preparation of the proposed catalogue. At the
same time preliminary investigations will be made into the
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advisability of establishing an International Music Institute,
and a report will be submitted to the Third General Conference*
Painting * The aim of the Arts and Letters Programme
in this subject is to compile a detailed catalogue of those
paintings which have been reproduced in color, together with
recommendations for additional reproductions*
The arts with which this subject field has marked for
attention in 1948 are: Prehistoric Art, Persian Art, Art of
the Italian Renaissance, and the development of European paint-
ings between 1870 and 1940.
2* International Theatre Institute *
The idea of an International Theatre Institute (ITI
)
first took tangible form in 1946* The First General Conference
at Paris approved the resolution calling for an international
meeting of theatre experts for the purpose of creating an
International Theatre Institute*
The First Congress of International Theatre Institute
was held in Prague, in June, 1948* It was the culmination of
two years of active guidance under J* B* Priestly, noted British
playwright* At this Congress, I.Ir. Priestly pointed out that
any international organization v/hich crossed national frontiers
was at least one thread in the fabric of a world society* He
also pointed out that the effort to link theatres together
in order that people might enjoy the world’s best dramas,
show&d a movement towards international undertaking* F\:irther-
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more, he drew attention to the fact that the particular na-
ture of the theatre demands deal with human beings intimately.
In this v/ay people v/ill become acquainted with the way
in which other people live and feel and think.
VII. MUSEUIvlS
1. Permanent Service to Iviuseums .
In many war-torn countries museums were completly des-
troyed, and Ul'TESCO plans to take an active part in their
reconstruction. It is concerned with a permanent service
which hopes to make arrangements, for people who are connec-
ted with museums, to visit rauseiims in other countries and to
exctiange ideas and experiences with museum experts in those
countries. This permanent service also plans to supply, on
request, information on modern museum practice. The establish-
ment of professional contacts by direct consultation which
individuals and institution, by indirect means through the
International Council of Museums, and by extensive correspond-
ence with individuals and institutions throughout the world,
UIIESCO is becoming an active international center of infor-
mation and advice on all museum matters.
2 . International Conference on Museums .
The International Council of Museums was formed in Paris
in 1946. It serves as a permanent body of experts for the
United Nations Specialized Agency, and it sponsored the First
International Conference on Museums in the same city in July
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1948. It was the first international rauseum conference ever
held, and more than 100 delegates from all parts of the world
attended. It is expected that the Conference will exert con-
siderable influence in the development of educational value
of rausevims and in the advancement of techniques in teaching
with objects.
VIII. HASS COMvIUl'a CATIONS
1. International Ideas Bureau .
At the end of V/orld II, the war devasted countries were
faced with the problem of rehabilitating their press. Competent
journalists had been diminished through enemy purges or
suppression. All normal contact v;ith the rest of the world
had been Interrupted for years. As a result of all this, the
problem of how to train more journalists and to safeguard pro-
fessional standards was forced not only upon professionalsbut
upon certain responsible sections of the public as well.
At the Second Session of the Unesco General
Conference (Mexico City, November - December -
1947), the following resolutions were passed in
plenary meeting:
"Positive Action... The Director-General is
instructed to create at once v/ithin the frame-
work of the organization a production unit based
on an International Ideas Bureau, capable of
initiating and influencing production on Unesco
subjects in press, film and radio... "22
The Divisions Program in accomplishing these objectives
has drawn up its first practical program which is necessarily
experimental and subject to revision. It is guided by four
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(1) Peace and hiiman progress depend upon
the free flow of ideas and information;
(2) Peace and human progress are produced
and maintained by international co-operation;
(3) Peace and human progress require that
each generation exert its best efforts in educa-
ting the next generation;
(4) Peace and human progress - and human
survival itself - are challenges to the goodwill,
courage and energy of every human being*
2* Mass Media Projects *
1* Calendar of World Affairs * This publication
would include an almanac of centenaries, jubilees, discover-
ies or occurrences tliroughout the world which liave made
some contribution to the advance of civilization and to the
understanding betv/een the peoples* The first issue of the
Calendar is planned for 1949*
2* The Masters Meet * The object of this project
is to prepare a radio series to be made available to various
national broadcasting organizations* Unesco, through its
national commissions, will request prominent personalities in
each country to write a few pages on the work of one of their
foreign colleagues*
3* Dividing the Stars * The aim of tills project
is to reveal how modern astronomy is an outstanding example
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tional basis. The film would be used to illustrate how
astronomers have apportioned special tasks and how the re-
sults v;ere pooled among themselves.
4. The Lost Echoes . This project is an interna-
tional radio feature aimed to counteract cultural Isolation.
It plans to bring to each country the most representative
literature of their neighbors and to foster international
appreciation of the arts and letters, and thus promote an
understanding between peoples.
5. Hopes of Tomorrov/ . This project is a radio and
press series on current activities in science and other fields
which seem to give the promise of hope to the future solutions
of human problems of the present. In the field science, for
example, it would stress hov; atomic energy could be developed
for industrial use, the prolongation of human life, the treat-
ment of mental diseases, the development of alternative sources
of energy to replace eshaustible resources, etc.
3. International Institute of Press and Information .
Unesco has planned for the creation of an International
Institute of Press and Infomia tlon which, it is hoped, will
co-ordinate on an international and non-political basis, the
numerous activities which will bring about the gradual im-
provement in the technique and practice of journalism through-
out the world. The need for such an institute v/as recognized
at an early stage, and in August, 1947, a resolution by the
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UNESCO Commission on Technical Needs in Press, Radio and
Film was placed before the General Conference at Mexico
City. It was approved, and a sum of |;25,000 was set aside
to aid in its creation'. Once established, the Institute
would be an entirely non-governmental, autonomous body with
its own administrative organization. Ul^SCO v/ould provide
a small subsidy, but it is intended that the Institute v/ill
soon be on a basis of financial independence.
The main purposes of the Institute are:
1. to clarify and intensify among the public
and professional group, the knowledge of
the power and responsibilities of the
press in a modern v/orld,
2. to act as an international center of active
research and study on technical and pro-
fessional problems covering all aspects of
the field of press and information,
3. to act as a place for the exchange of ideas,
4. to act as international pools of thought and
experience in the fields of press and in-
formation,
5*^ to assist schools of journalism everyv/here,
and to maintain high standards of the
Journalistic profession,
6. to undertake the publication of specialist
literature and periodicals,
7. to organize seminar sessions, meetings of
experts, and various courses for the ex-
change of scholars. 24
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Now that Ul^ISSCO has taken the Initial step in working
out a plan for an International Institute of Press and In-
formation, it is up to the responsible factors in all countries
to do its share in helping to create the Institute which is
of paramount importance.
In conclusion, UNIESCO has pointed out time and time
again, that there must be a reasonable balance betv/een the
different subject fields. There must be no over-emphasis of
any one subject in the program of UNESCO - of natural sciences
against the social sciences, or of mass media as against the
more academic activities. Then, there must be no over-em.phasis
of particular aspects of any one subject, such as formal educa-
tion against adult education, or music against the visual arts,
but co-ordinated into a single unified program.
UNESCO, tlirough its Public Information Service, is
working on a v/ell thought out plan to gain the interest and
the support of the peoples of the T/orld in practically every
project, including those mentioned in the preceding pages.
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UNESCO AND PUBLIC OPINION
A report published by the National Opinion Research
25
Center, based on a survey of public opinion in the United
States between April 28 and May 10, 1947, gives a descrip-
tion of opinion regarding various activities of UNESCO » The
report shows that a majority of the public would have the
United States co-operate with UNESCO in each of the following
types of activities: educational rehabilitation and reconstru-
tion, world-v/ide broadcasting, textbook revision, internation-
al exchange of persons, and exchange of art and museum exhibits,
books, and magazines. In studying the acceptance of these
five projects, the National Opinion Research Center asked two
different questions of respondents, who v/ere given a card
which listed the five projects mentioned above in the follov/-
ing order:
"It has been suggested that each country in the
United Nations put some money to do the things on
this card. Bo you think the United States should
put up money to do any of these things?" "Are there
any of these things that you think vje should NOT put
up money for?"
Should Should not Undecjded
1. "To help rebuild schools
and colleges destroyed
in the v/ar"? 68^ 22^b 10^
2. "To look over the school
books used in all coun-
tries to see that they
don’t build up misunder-
standing amoug countries? 64^ 24^ 12/o
?5
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Should Should Not Undecided
3. ”To help all countries
exchange with each
other such things as
hooks, magazines, art,
and museum exhibits? 58^ 25^ \lio
4. ”To send teachers and
workers to foreign
countries on an ex-
change arrangement in
which other countries
would send their teachers
and workers here? 61^ 28/b 11^
5* "To help pay for a United
Nations broad-casting
station that v;ould send
radio programs to all
countries, telling the
people what’s going on
in the world?" 67^ 23^ 10%
Those who said that the United States should help do two
or more of the projects were asked another question involving
financial support which would eventually be borne by the tax-
payers. A majority of 61^ of the public as a whole indicated
their approval to the follov;ing question;
"Do you think the United States should help the
United Nations do this, even if it meant that our
government couldn’t lower the income taxes people
are how paying?"
United States should still help
Should not help - - - -
Undecided - - - - _
In favor of none or only one of





From a combination of the results on the above question
and the answers to the five specific projects previously
?^lbld.
, p . 22
^^ Ibid
., p. 24
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mentioned, people were grouped on a five-point scale of appro-
val-opposition toward the Ul-IESCO program in the following order
High support - those who said that the United
States should do all five of the projects, and
answered "yes" to the intensity question 2o%
Considerable support - those who said the
United States should do two, three, or
four of the projects, and answered "yes"
to the intensity question 31fo
(Qualified support - those who said the
United States should do tv;o, three,
four or five of the projects but ans-
v/ered "no" to the intensity question............ 13^
Slight support - those who said the United
States should do only one of the projects.
(These were not asked the Intensity ques-
tion 9%
Opposition - those who said the United States
should not do any of the projects..... 9%
Undecided - those who answered "Don’t know"
to either of the questions 9:o
100%
These questions asked the general public show how th©
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The Charter of the United Nations provides that peace
shall be maintained, if need be, by the application of force,
and that would be the only case in which force v/ould have a
legimate use* The risk that the United Nations may be compelled
to resort to the use of force, will diminish in accordance with
their desire not to shirk from it. In order to spread abroad
the spirit of peace, it is necessary to teach the nations that
peace must be defended at the peril of their peace, and at the
peril of their lives.
...the spirit of peace is not a spirit of
relinquishment or a spirit of cowardice, but a
spirit of courage and of firm resolve and v/hen
necessary a spirit of sacrifice.-”
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, is a specialized agency of the United Nations,
alms to clear the channels through which knowledge may pass
from nation to nation. It was created not so much to give special
ized knowledge but to put knowledge to work in order to establish
a different kind of relationship betvsreen men and nations so that
they will understand each other's way of living, each other's
way of thinking, and each other's history, in other words, a
different way of assesing the value of all human activity.
This new organization maintains that the real choice is
between isolation and international co-operation, between a new
world and no Trorld at all, betv/een building with what v/e already
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have and feeing destroyed fey what we have, for it is doufetful
that our civilization could survive another war. Ever since
its creation, one of UNESCO’s principal objectives has been
to demonstrate to the nations that they do not exist in isola-
tion and the insecurity of one nation threatens the insecurity
of other nations.
Scientific progress, even when it came to the place
where it v;as serving to give victory to the peoples who v/ere
fighting for a more humane and democratic world, discovered the
most devastating and dangerous weapons of warfare which, had
they been available to the enemy, would have brought complete
annihilation. This leads to only one conclusion - that new
wars must be avoided, and that peace must be organized, if
peoples of the world wish to live out their lives in peace.
This conclusion leads to another - that the use of internation-
al force is necessary in controlling future aggression, and
that something can be done to prevent war by applying the princi-
ple of international co-operation, education and mutual under-
standing.
It is for this reason that iJl^SCO v/as created. It
strives for a reconstruction of the spiritual basis of humanity,
and new ideals, capable of commanding the support of all races
and creeds. It seeks to bring the cultures of the West into
contact with the cultures of the East, and to bring together
all the peoples of the world in one great community v/ithout
destroying their Individuality.
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One of the most hopeful signs that UNESCO will succeed
is that more people than ever before favor international co-
operation in the cause of peace, and they are aware as to the
urgency of those problems which UNESCO was created to solve.
Our earth is but a small star in the great
universe. Yet of it we can make,. if we choose,
a planet unvexed by war, untroubled by hunger or
fear, undivided by senseless distinctions of race,
color, or theory. Grant us that courage and fore
seeing to begin this task today that our children
and our children’s children may be proud of the
name of man.
Stephen Vincent Benet, (Section of a prayer read
by President Roosevelt at the United States Day Ceremony,
Viliite House, June 15, 1942).
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^
-0*ioT baa e^enooo Todd ao dfionO .Vnoedd no ^^0X00
I
•
• fron£)Ilrio nno doxfd robod Sisol alrid nl^ecf od arilooe ^}' v.
(>£ii To bx/onq &d aeibildo a’nenfclln'o nx^o i)no
^aatu lo err 311
Ivoen *I0Y^*5 ci a Xo aoiloot^) .deneP. dneoalV irarfaeda
,Ynor;eneO eaci-elS !>©lldtJ ©dl qXevoeoo?^ d:i&hleenl td '
,(S^9X brrs/T, ^ezi/oK e^ltf;?
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